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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
HOW DO OLDER CITIZENS PERCET\IE COMMUNITY }IEEDS AND
DEFINB THE ROLE(S) OT SBNIOR VOLUhTIEERS IN
MEETING THESB NEEDS?
METHODOLOGY: PROGRAI/I DESIGN/ EVALUATION
TWYI.A R. BUSSE
APRIL, 1995
The purpose of this project was to errplore older adults' perceptions
of community needs in education, basic human needs, the environment,

and public safety and to define the role(s) older volunteers might play in
addressing these needs. It was hSryothesized that if older adults were
given the opportunity to speak about their perceptions, they would be

willing to address the identified needs through volunteerism. Data were
gathered through 3 focus groups involving 20 Greater St. Cloud Area
RS\IP participants between the ages of 60 and 7O.

Findings indicate that older adults do perceive a number of needs in

the communiff and also have recommendations about how to address
those needs through the development of volunteer opportunities. The
collected data should assist community organizations to design

volunteer opportunities which utilize older adults' skills, knowledge, and

interests to the greatest extent possible.
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I.

Introduction to Research Prohlem

Graving of America
According to the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP),
analysis of the United States census data (1992) the fastest growing
segment of the population is older adults, those individuals age 65 and

over. Since 1980 the number of older Americans increased by 24 percent,
compared to only a

I

percent increase for those under-65. The total

percentage of older adults in America has tripled since 19OO (4.1 percent

in

19OO

to 12.6 percent in 1991) while the actual numbers increased ten

fold from 3.1 million to 31.8 million. Comparing 1900 to 1991, the 65-74
age group also known as the "young-old" is eight times larger, the 75-84

*old-old" group is thirteen times larger, and the 85+ "'oldest-old' group is
twenty-five times larger (Fischer, Mueller, [.osness, Cooper, lgg0; Wolf,
1991;AARP, 1992).
Along with higher numbers of older Americarls, people are also

Iiving longer. In just one century, twent5r-eight years have been added to
the average length of a person's life in the United States. These
additional years, represent *more than was previously added in all of

human history" (National Senior Service Corps Directors Associations,
1994). In 1990, the average life errpectancy of a 65 year old was an

additional 17.1 years (19.1 for females and 15.1 for males) (National
Senior Serrrice Corps Directors Associations, 1994).
Looking toward the future, the aged population is ocpected to grow

considerably. That growth is predicted to be somewhat slower during

the 1990's because of the relatively lower birth rates throughout the
Great Depression (AARP, 1992). However, between the years 2010 and
2O3O the

number of older Americans is expected to grow to 66 million as

the "baby boom" generation reaches age 65. This would be twlce thetr
number tn 1990. The 65 and over populatton wtll account for IB.0
percent of the populatlon tn the year 2OOO and wlll contturue to cttmb to
21.8 percent by the year 2O3O (AARP, 1992). Flgure I lllustrates the
aetual growth of the 65+ populiatlon from 19OO and the proJected growth
of thls populatlon throug[r 2O3O.
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Source: Amerlcan Assoctaton of Retlred Persons. (1992). A plofiIe of
olderAmertca4s: 1992. Washtng;ton, DC: Author. Based on datatrom U.S.
Bureau ol the Census.

LooHng more speclflcally at Mtnnesota, 12.5 percent of the total
populatlon, or 555,0OO trrere lndfvfduals age 65 or older, tn lggl. Thls
represents a 15.8 percent lncrea^se from lgBO (AARP, lgg2).
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Q.ldqf 4,dUlts, as a Re$gqfce fqr VolUnteerism

With an increase in the number of older adults it appears that
they are a potential resource to assist in meeting community needs
(Bowles, Ig76; Herzog & Morgan, 1993; Freedman, tgg4; Baines, 1986;

Chambre, 1993; Cnaan & Cwikel, 1992). As goverrrment funding has
been reduced a nurnber of community agencies have realized that

volunteers could address some of the unmet needs within their
organizations (Freedman, 1994). J. Richard Munro (1995), Chairman of
the Points of Light Foundation, reported *without volunteers...
communities' problems would overwhelm us. With more volunteers...

solutions to the problems...can be significantly enhanced" (Points of
Light Foundation, p.

1).

Older adults, in particular retirees, often find tllat they have
several hours of free or leisure time and urperience the loss of child-

rearing and occupational roles (Miller, Ig65; Sainer & Zander, Ig71;
Sainer, 1976; Cnaan & Cwikel, 1992). One way of meeting the

communities' and the older adults' needs is to get older adults involved
in volunteering in their corrmunities. Bowles (1976) reports that older
volunteer programs such as ttre Retired and Senior Volunteer Program
(RS\IP) provide a strong argument for the further development of similar

programs which utilize the skills of the elderly for -'their orun benefit and
the benefit of society" (p. 88) In 1990, an estimated 992 million days or
36 billion hours of senrice were generated by senior volunteers (National
Senior Serrrices Corps Directors Associations, 1994).

It has also been documented that older adults benefit from
volunteering, Freedman (1994) reports that *participants u<perience
'increased self-esteem, renewed feelings of health and vigor, and new and
3

satisffing social relationships with peers"' (p. ry).
Volunteering has been an American tradition for years. In

addition, the President's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives (1982)
stated, *It's what theAmerican dream is all about" (p. 16). The Retired
and Senior Volunteer Program (RS\IP) is a federal program which

functions as a central clearinghouse for persons 55 and older to seek
information about volunteer opportunities in their corrmunity. RSVP
rnras

previously funded by the Older Americgrns Act (1965) and the

Domestic Volunteer Senrice Act (1973) and is cur-rently funded by the

Corporation for National Service through the National and Community
Senrice Trust Act tlg93).

As mentioned earlier, the aging population, those individuals age
65 or older is expected to double within the next 3O years. Freedman
(1994) states, *The senior population may represent the counhry's only

increasing natural resource" (p. i) Older adults a-re fl{perienced workers
and have a wealth of knowledge and skills that could be utilized to
address corrmunity needs. Older volunteers are being recruited because

their skills have been developed over a lifetime. These skills may be used
to *alleviate some of the critical shortages" in human senrices (Babic,
L972, p. 87).

It is important for agencies to begin planning now for the changes
that will take place as the population continues to age.
discussed the

-'need

to

Perr5r (1983)

recognize the potential of older volunteers" and

to identiff opportunities for this "Llnder-utilized resource" (p. 116). In

addition, it is lmportant to identi$r in what areas and what capacities
older adults are interested in serving as volunteers. Cnaan and Cwikel
(1992) suggest developing challenging roles which will match the
4

experiences and abilities of older volunteers to the needs of the

organization.
The purpose of ttris study was to explore issues related to older

volunteers by conducting three focus groups represerrting different
geographical a-reas in Central Minnesota. Participants in the focus
groups were between the ages of 60 and 70 and members of the Greater

St. Cloud Area R'SVP Program. Another purpose was to Erve these
individuals an opportunit5r to share with the Greater St. Cloud Area
RSVP Program staff and advisory council their concerns about their

community and their views about how older volunteers cou.Id have a role

in meeting those needs.
The goals of tl.is research were to assist RS\IP and other

community organizations to design a volunteer opportunity or program
which utilizes older adults' skills, knowledge, interests to the greatest
extent possible and to provide older adults with volunteer opportunities,

that are perceived by them to address a community need.

5

II. Literature Review
Research and practice interest in older adults as volunteers is a

relatively new phenomenon. The earliest resea,rch on the value of

volunteering ermong older adults was done by Worthington in 1963. In
fact, Worttrinllton (1963) corrmented, *it was impressive to find that
much of the writjng was concenred with services g[iven to or for people
and litfle placed emphasis on what or how the older person c€rn

contribute" (p. 71). Worthington reported on the development of *special
programs to meet the needs of older people* (p.

7t).

The needs and

feelings of older people were identified as: feeling bored, useless, and

fnrstrated by loss of a lifelong occupation.
Since then, many additional studies have been completed as
researchers and planners prepare for the *aging of society." Yet,

as

recenfly as 1986, Baines found that litfle was known about the *trends
and needs' of older volunteers and recorrmended exami-rring the past

contributions made by older adults. More importanfly, Baines suggested

that socieQr must identi$r the needs of this fastest growing segment of
the population and determine the potential for volunteerism among this

particular age group (p. 2).
The studies available on older volunteers focus on the application
of theories such as disengagement, acUvity, and continuity; what

motivates older adults to volunteer; the interest among older adults
towards volunteerism; and whether or not the older population is an
untapped resource for volunteerism.
Threp Subgroups of Older Adults
The older population is often subdivided into three groups: the

young-old (65-741, tl e old-old (75-84), and the oldest o1d {85 and older).
6

Below is a summary of characteristics of ttre non institutionalized older

population in Minnesota which provides a conceptual framework based
on chronological age as reported in Fischer, Mueller, L.osness, and

Cooper (1990) and WoIf ( 199 I ).
Young-old [65-74)
The young-old, individuals between the ages of 65 and 74 make up

65 percent of the 60 and older population. The majority (58 percent) are

female. Only 15 percent are widowed while 18 percent live alone. Among
the young-old, 2 percent live alone in poverty ($5,770 a year) and

I

percent have trouble with at least one daily task (preparing meals,
shopping, managing money or doing light housework).

old-otd t75-84)
Individuals between the ages of 75-84 are old-old and they make up
26 percent of the older population. As age increases, so does the
percentage of females. In the old-old category, females account for 69

percent of the older population. Forty-one percent are widowed and 41
percent also Iive alone. Among the old-old, 6 percent live in poverty and
18 percent have trouble

with at least one daily task.

O1dest-Old (85+)
The oldest-old are individuals 85 years old or older. They comprise

I

percent of the total older population. Seventy-four percent are female,

58 percent are widowed, and 50 percent live alone. In the oldest-old
category, 20 percent live in poverty and 43 percent have difficulty with

daily tasks.

This summary of the ttrree subgroups reflects the heterogeneity of
the older population which necessitates a wide range of volunteer
opportunities to match the vast errperiences, skills, and interests of this
7

population.
Theories
Several theories focus on the aging process. The theories most

relevant to this research project are disengagement, actJvity, artd

eontinuity. More specifically, each of the three theories focuses on the
role of volunteerism in the life of an older adult.
Disengagement Theorv
The theory of disengagement was developed by Cumming and Henry
(1961). They described the theory of disengagement as *an inevitable

mutual withdrawal... resulting in decreased interaction between the
aging person and others in the social systems [the older adultJ belongs

to" (p. 14). In addition, "relationships...are severed and those remaining
are altered in

quality"

(p. 211). According to Cumming and Henry

(1961), this process cEm be initiated either by the older adult, other

individuals or the systems with which the older adult has contact.
Therefore, as an older adult retires from his/her job and some of tl

e

roles that often accompany a job are lost the older adult willingly begins
to withdraw from society. Deaths of friends and loved ones also intensiff

the older adult's withdrawal from society. In addition, society allows the
older adult to withdraw. This theory is applicable to this project because
older adults who have been or become involved with volunteer activities
are examples of older individuals who have not become disengaged.

Although this theory is not prominenfly in use at this time, ttris
investigator felt that a review of the disengagement theory was needed to
provide a historical context and to show the progression of theories on
aging (Achenbaum & Bengston, I9g4).

I

Activitv Theory
Activity theory was developed by HavinghLr-rst, Neugarten, and
Tobin (1968). According to activity theory, an older adult *maintalns the
activities of middle-age as long as possible and then finds substitutes for
those activities [which t]re older adultl is forced to relinquish- (p. 161).
Cnaan and Cwikel (1992) describe activity theory as the *maintenanee of

activity in old age lwhich] compensates for role-loss and promotes
morale" (p. 136). Havinghurst et al. (1968) suggest that substitutes can
be found for the loss of paid employment, friends, and loved ones. The
supporters of activity theory would argue that *volunteer activities

should be available for all those over 65 because their involvement would
give them a greater sense of usefulness, engagemenl and puq)ose"

(Cnaan & Cwikel, f 992; p. 137). For example, Sainer (1976) discusses

how a*volLrnteer role could provide similar satisfaction to those
previously provided by the work and child-rearing roles" 1p. 73). Sainer
goes as far as to say tl'at volunteer work is the *critical" link to others
and the community which provides many older adults with *purpose and
meaning in their lives" 1p. 75).

Continuitv Theory
Atchley (Lg72l contradicted disengagement theory by developing

continuity theory which postulates that older adults maintain their lives
and existing structure by using successful strategies that they have been
using for years. In addition, Pa5me (19771 found that volunteer roles
provide "continuity for and maintenance of several role skills...; feedback
about the lolder adult's] social effectiveness and worth; and clear norrns
and sanction for age-appropriate social behavior" (p, 360). Aceording to
Cnaan and Cwikel (1992), "vohrnteering by the elderly is an expression of
9

activites and values that preceded their retirement" (p. 137). Therefore,
Cnaan and Cwikel recommend examining the volunteer H(perience of
cohorts curTently *at or near retlrement" if agencies are going to view
older volunteers as a *future resource in human services' (p. 138).

Furtherrnore, Chambre (1984) describes the involvement of older adults
in volunteer work as *longstanding and either remains constant or
ocpands upon reaching old age" (p. 2gS).

Chambre (1984) uramined activity theory by studying older adults
who pursued volunteer opportunities. However, Chambre's (1984) results

found that volunteering among the elderly was related more to continuity
theory than to activity theory. From a 1993 study, Chambre reported

ttrat "role loss does not necessarily foster volunteerism* [p. 293). The
author found that "rather than responding to role loss, a signilicant
number of elderly volunteers may be volunteers who became elderly(Chambre, 1984, p.297). In other words, the volunteer activities of older

adults were simply a continuation of behavioral patterns ttrat had been
established much earlier in their lifetime. According to Dye, Goodman,

Roth, Bley, and Jensen (1973), the actions of society also follow

continuity and activity theory. Dye et aL (1973) propose that society
offers volunteer activities to older adults "as a meaningful mode of social

involvement" (p. 216).
These theories illustrate how volunteerism is perceived to be

related to aging in the literature. Disengagement theory (Cumming &

Henry, 1961) suggests that an older adult would not become involved in
volunteer activities. Activity theory (Havinghurst, Neugarten, & Tobin,
1968) implies tllat volunteer roles replace occupaUonal and child-rearing

roles and that older adults become involved in volunteer activities after
10

retiring. Continuity theory (Atchley, lg72l suggests that patterns

are

developed earlier in life and older volunteers have ongoing involvement

in

volunteer activities throughout their lives. These theories provide the
background stnrcture for the relationship between older adults and
volunteerism.

Motivational Factors for Older Adults
A number of studies have found that older adults give multiple
reasons for volunteering. In addition, several studies have found that

the factors which motivate older adults to volunteer can be categorized.
Adams (1980) supports separating these factors into three categories.
The first category of factors is altrristic reasons or meeting the needs of
someone else. Social reasons are those that provide interaction between

clients, volunteers, and staff. The final category includes mateflal
reasons or ttrose in which the volunteer may gain something through the

act of volunteering. Morrow-Howell and Mui (1989) studied motivational
factors among 83 older adults in a self-help program and found that
women give both altmistic and social reasons whereas men were likely to
cite only altnristic reasons. According to Sainer (1976), the major

motivational factor for initiating and remaining active in volunteer work
were the need for social contacts.

Sainer (1976) found that the volunteer opportunity had to be
perceived by the older adult as a useful and satisffing role that was

instrumental to the organization or agency functions. Sainer's findings
were based on her experience with Serwe and Enrich Retjrement by

Volunteer Experience (SER\IE) and RSVP progra.ms. More recenfly,
studies such as Cohen-Mansfield (1989) found that the two primary
reasons given for volunteering were to perfoffn a senrice for society or
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others and to fill leisure time with interesting activities. This finding
was based on research involving 170 older adults between the ages of

6O

and 87 from urban neighborhoods in northern Israel.

It is clear from these studies that older adults are motivated to
volunteer for a wide variety of reasons. Therefore, it is important for
agencies to understand what motivates each individual who approaches

or inquires about volunteering with a specific agency.

In practice, motivation towards volunteering is closely related to

interest. For example, without motivation an older adult may not be
interested in volunteering. On the other hand, the interest towards

volunteering may act as a motivational factor. However, tlte literature
presents two separate subgroups for such research.

Interest Among Older Adults Towards Volunteerism
Sainer (1976) discusses older adults urillingness to volunteer if the
needs of the agency are real and apparent, if appropriate volunteer

assignments are available, if leadership and supervision from staff are
available and accessible, and if transportation to and from the volunteer
site is provided.
Lambert, Guberman, and Morris (1964) examined whether the
elderly are interested in volunteer serwice for communities by interrriewing
a random sample of 297 non-institutionalized older persons

in a Boston

suburb. Those interested in volunteering preferred opportunities that
provided socialization rather than mechanical or physical tasks. They
also found that a small number of older adults were willing to volunteer

on a regular basis and that agencies did not attempt to utilize older

volunteers' full potential.
Perr5r (1983) interrriewed 56 non-volunteers who were age 6O or
12

older who resided in Leon County, Florida and discovered that 59 percent
were wilting to volunteer if a position were available

in a setting of their

choice and convenient to their schedules' Perryr suggests that the
difference between his findings and those of t^ambert, Guberrllan, and

Morris (1964) is a reflection of the "increased acceptance of the volunteer
role among the elder1y" (p. 115). Peryr (1983) also found that 21 percent
of the non-volunteers were not currenfly volunteering because they had

*significant group of older
never been asked. In fact, Perrlr states, that a
volunteers and potential volunteers are waiting to be asked [andl can be
used to bridge" the gap between available and needed senrices (p. 107).
PerrSr's results indicate

that the challenge agencies face is to create

volunteer roles into which older persons cEIn be channeled. More
speciIically, non-profits wilt "need to recognize the potential of the older
volunteers and begin to take advantage of this under-utilized resource*

(p. 116),
Rosenblatt (1966) e]€mined the relationship between art interest in
volunteering and the respondents' psychosocial characteristics such as
employment status, marital status, education and health, relationships

with neighbors, enjo5rment of life, and prior voluntary activity. The
sample population was primarily older adults of European birth. The
sample consisted of 250 individuals between the ages of 60 and 74 who

lived in New York's Lower East side. Rosenblatt found that potential
volunteers included: *poorly educated men" who had no prior mrperience
and saw volunteering as a '*ne'w kind of activiff' and women who were
"better educated and experienced in voluntary work" (p.91). Rosenblatt's

findings suggest that the Havinghurst et. al (1986) activity theory may be
more applicable to men whereas Atchley's continuity ttreory (1972) is
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more applicable to \Momen. Rosenblatt (1966) also found that the
parLicipants seem to prefer direct, personal volunteer opportunities and

that tlrey would be more willing to respond to a program that was
developed in their *o'wn immediate neighborhood" (p. g?l.
Fischer, Mueller, and Cooper (1991) studied the amount and tpe
of volunteer senrices that older Minnesotans commit to and found that

they are *surprisingly active in volunteer work" (p. I87) having

contributed 70 million hours. Therefore, Fischer et al. (1991) concluded
that ttte *contributions of the elderly are as important as their service
needs and that older people are an important resource in Minnesols" (p.
187).

According to the 1991 U.S. Administration on eging/Marriott
Senior Living Services (as cited in National Senior Service Corps
Directors Associations, 1994) sLtruey, over 41 percent of the 6O and older

population had performed some form of volunteer work within the past
twelve months. In addiUon, 37.5 percent of the respondents indicated

that they were interested and would volunteer if asked.
Older Adults as an Untapped Eesource
A number of resea-rchers and planners see the growing older

population as a potential resource that is untapped or underrrtilized
(Bowles, 1976; Herzog & Morgan, 1993; Freedman, Igg4; Baines, lg86;

Chambre, 1993; Cnaan & Cwikel, 1992). As early as 20 years ego,
Bowles (1976) reported, "more Americans are turning to human senrices

to meet basic needs and older persons represent a great potential
resource for providing such senrices- (p. 81). In particular, Bowles
asserts that the national RSVP progrErm acts as a model to encourage

and increase the number of older volunteers who can fill the "gaps
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caused by the return of younger women, who have traditionally

comprised the bulk of volunteers, to the work force' (p.86). Herzog and
Morgan (1993) state that *one particularly promising (and growing) gro,rp

is comprised of ttre older, retired members of society" (p. I I9). Their
availahility is due to earlier retirement, higher levels of education, and
better health (Herzog & Morgan, IggS; AARP, 1992; Freedman, 1994).
After reviewing previous resea-rch on older adults as volunteers,
Baines (1986) found that older adults were seen as an important
resource for volunteers. In addiilon, this perception was seen to be even

more tnre due to the reductions in funding for human senrices and the

rising numbers of frail older adults. Baines also reported that
"corporations, human senrice agencies, and educational institutions
have begun to realiee the potential of retirees,.." (p. 8).

In an article focusing on older volunteers witJrin the educational
system, Arrnengol (1992), states that *retirees Iive in every part of the

country and are becoming increasingly involved in their communities'
(p, 468) and that the "gra)'rng of America guarantees the availabitity of

older adults as a volunteer force" and that the services that older
volunteers czln provide are *nearly limifless* (F. 4701. Sorenson (1990)
refers to the twenty-first century as a "period of cultural enrichment as
we discover ways to use the vast experience of older Americans."
Sorenson recommends that the vocaLional system play a *role in

maximizing the contribution that older AmericErns can make to their
countr5r's future" (p. 02) by utilizing older volunteers within their

institutions.
Cnaan and Cwikel (1992) state, *in these times of dwindling
resources for human service, the elderly are considered,..to be the largest
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untapped source for volunteer recraritment" (p. 125). In fact, the

authors report that the development of volunteer progra.ms for older
adults is a *direct response to budget cutbacks" (p. 130).
Herzog and Morgan (1993) report a clurent lack of documentation

regarding the rate of volunteerism among older adults and recommend

that organizailons begin to document the contributions being made
today by older adults. In addition, Herzogi and Morgan suggest

identiflring the circumstances or situations that would furttrer facilitate
volunteer work €rmong the older population.

Perlmutter ( 1993) found that retirees with previous administrative
and leadership positions may be a "potential volunteer population for
advocacy and policy" (p. 9O). This finding was based on results from

interviews with 47O volunteers of whom 43 percent were 60 years of age
or older. Questions assessed the volunteer roles within human service

organizations. More specifically, Perlmutter's findings suggest tJ:at
volunteer roles in human senrice organizations can be grouped into the
following categories: direct practice, administrative support, advocacy,
and policy.
Freedman's (1994) review of literature on the Foster Grandparent
Program and the Senior Companion Program suggests that senior

volunteers can "ftll significant serrrice gaps, provide complementary skills

to staff and other volunteers, and are both stable and long Iasting
participants" (p.r.). Salmon [1985] also believes that it is important for
organizations to develop and implement volunteer progrEr.ms which

"utilize older adults' talents and skills as a uray to benefit the older
adults as well as the agency" (p. 22L1.
These conceptual frameworks assist in developing why older adults
16

volunteer. However, very litfle research has been conducted on the
perceptions older adults have regarding needs in their cornmunities and
how older volunteers might assist agencies to address the needs they
have identified. For this project, the investigiator gathered this

inforrnation directly from the older adults.
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III. Current Study
The purpose of ttris study was to explore

tJee

perceptions of older

adults regarding the needs of their conrmunities and how older
volunteers define additional roles for senior volunteers in meeting those
needs.

NaEonal RSVP Program

History

In 1965 a pilot project named Serue and Enrich Retirement by
Volunteer Experience (SER\IE) was launched by the Community Service
Society of New York on Staten Island.

In 1969, the federal

Administration on Aging created the Retired Senior Volunteer Program
(RSVP) based on the SER\IE model. At

that time, RS\IP was funded

through Tifle VI, Part A of the amended Older Americans Act (1965).
Later in 1969, eleven RSVP programs were developed under the auspices
of the Administration on Aging. In

July, 1969,

RSVP programs were

transferred to ACTION, the national volunteer service agency. In 1973,
under Title II of the Domestic Volunteer Senrice Act (1973), ACTION
established the Older American Volunteer Programs (OA\IP) which

included: RSVP, the Senior Companion program and the Foster
Grandparent program. In 1993, OAVP was reauthorized by the National

and Community Senrice Trust Act as the National Senior Volunteer

Corps. RS\IP continues to be administered by the Corporation for
National Senrice and is part of the National Senior Senrice Corps. Figure
2 provides an ovenriew of the Corporation for National Serrrice progrElm

including the National Senior Senrice Corps (Corporation for National
Service, 1994).

1E

Figure 2
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Source: Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP Progann, lgg4.

Mlsston
RSVP provldes volunteer opportunltles for people age 55 and older.

These volunteer opportunlttes provlde serylces

that utlllze the older

adults talents and lnterests on a regular basls tn a varfety of cornmunlty

settlngs. RS\P volunteers "present thelr eommunlttes wtth a rlch Euray
of opilons for addresstng the fuII spectnrm of coulmunfty needs'
(Corporatlon for Natlonal Servlce, 1994).
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Clients_.$.erwed

*a
RSVP volunteers serue

full spectnrm of people from birth to old

age.* A few examples of the populations served include: people ruith
Acquired Immune Deftciency Syndrome (AIDS), at-risk youth, individuals

with disabilities, latchkey children, seniors in nutrition programs, teen
mothers, and famity caregivers (Corporation for National Senriee, 1994).

Volunteer Activities
RSVP volunteers are also involved

with a variety of volunteer

opportunities. A few examples of RSVP volunteer activities include:
hudget and ta:r assistance, crime prevention projects, intergenerational
projects, adult basic education, driving for Meals on Wheels programs,

and environmental senrices (Corporation for National Senrice, 1994).
Impact
Across the countrlr, RSVP volunteers donate 79 millions hours of
senrice annuaIly. These volunteer hours translate into $gf 4 million and

"represent a 26-fo1d return on the federal dollars invested in R.S\IP'
(Corporation for National Service, 1994). In 1994, approximately 450,000
volunteers provided serwice to more than 65,000 community agencies.
The majority (70 percent) of these volunteers were over the age of 70

(Corporation for National Service, 1994).
Changes in Missioq._Focus and Name

In 1993 several changes took place which resulted in some
confusion about who ttre *client" was for RS\IP. Is it the community, the

older adult providing the volunteer work or both? When the program
began

in 1973 the primary client was the older adult and in return for

volunteer work, the older volunteer had a "renewed sense of satisfaction
and purpose in life (Sainer & Kallan, L972, p. 90). Bowles (1976)
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reported that the primary emphasis for RS\P was on the "needs of
volunteers,,,fls opposed to placing them primarily to meet the needs of
the volunteer station" (p. 82).As a result of shifting public poliry

directions and philosophy the community is now the prima-ry client of
RSVP program. The Corporation for National Service wants to see
RSVP volunteers are making an impact on

their commu.ity

that

(S.

Romanish, personal communication, January 23, 1995). In a prepared
statement, James Sugarman, President of the National Association of
RS\IP directors wrote that RS\IP was *launched to provide meaningful
-'a-lso
concerned with
opportunities for older people" however, RS\IP is

addressing community needs through senior volunteer person power"
fOversight Hearing on the Older Amgfican Vplunteer Pro$rams, 1986; p.
16). In addition, Sugarman discusses the *positive impact" that has
been achieved on the communities of at-risk populations as well as tJre
senior volunteers. According to Sugarman, the *beneftts for all have
been immeasurable" (p. 14).

Another change was tl e transition to a ne'w funding source, the
Corporation for National Senrice. In additiorl, a slight name change took

place. The program initially was the Retired Senior Volunteer Program.

In 1993 the name became the ReUred and Senior Volunteer Program. As
of 1993, RS\IP could enroll individuals age 55 and over in addition to
individuals 60 and older increasing the size of the potential pool from
which to recruit volunteers. (S. Romanish, personal communication,
August 16, 1994).
A constant requirement throughout RSVP's existence has been the
need for an Advisory Council. The Corporation of National Senrice also

requires RSVP progrzr.ms to conduct an annual programmatic report
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which evaluates a certain aspect of their program (S. Romanish, personal
corrmunication, March 3, 1995). The Advisory Council is also
responsible for assistinf staff with progra.m development, management of
the budget, and planning the recognition events for the RS\IP volunteers.
Greater St. CloUd Area RS\IP Program
The Greater St. Cloud Area RSYP Program was developed

in

1973

as a program of the City of St. Cloud and currenfly serves the cities of

St. Cloud, St. Joseph, Waite Park, Sartell, and Sauk Rapids as well as
Benton and Sherburne Counties in Central Minnesota. RS\IP receives
funding from the federal goveffrment, the state goverrrment, local
government and the local United Way. Federat funding is funneled

through the Corporation for National Service and state funding comes
from the Minnesota Board on Aging. RSVP also receives funding from
Benton and Sherburne Counties and the cities of St. Cloud, St. Joseph,
Sartell, Sauk Rapids, and Waite Park. The United Way of St. Cloud Area
also provides financial support for RSVP. Figure 3 provides an overview

of the organizational flow chart for tlle Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP
Program.
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Figure 3
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Source: Greater St. Cloud Area Retired and Senior Volunteer Prograrn, lgg5.

When the program wEIs establlshed ln 1973, the mtsslon of the Greater
St. Cloud Area RSI/P Program was to serve older persons, 6O years or
older, by provldtng them wlth a varlety of opportunlues to share ttretr
llfettnae fflperlence, tlme and skllls urlth others tn the cortmunfty

through volunteerl,sm (L. Braun, personal communlcaflon, Au$ust 16,
r994).
RS\IP fumUed thls mlsston by matchtng an older adult's lnterests

and skllls

fith

unmet needs tn a vartety of non-proflt agenctes and

Ilcensed health care factlttles. Between April 1994 and Febnrary lgg5

there were l, 129 volunteers enrolled tn the Greater St. Cloud Area Ftsl/p
Program who generated I3O,2OB | /2 hours of servtce (S. Romanlsh,
personal communl.caflon,

Aprll T, LggE).
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The Advisory Council is a requirement for funding from the City of

St. Cloud and

tlle

Corporation for National Service (S. Romanish,

personal commurrication, March 3, 1995). (See Figure 3 for RSVP
Orgarrizational Flour Chart). A five person subcommittee was developed

to meet the evaluation requirement. Cumenfly, the committee consists
of the RS\IP director, a gerontolos professor from St. Cloud State

University, a retired psychologist and college professor who is also an
acUve RSVP volunteer, a representatjve from one of the local banks and

the Executive Director of Head Start who has also had extensive
experience rvorking with the older population.
Pr.rrpose and. Rationale of Studlr

One purpose of this research was to provide RSVP participants with

the opportunity to assist decision-makers in the planning and further
development of the RS\IP program in the Greater St. Cloud Area.

Through ttris resea.rch, RS\/P participants were able to share with the
Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP Program staff and advisory council their
concerns are about their community and their views about how older

adults could have a role in meeting those needs. In addition, the
identification of needs of the community included needs of individuals of

all ages, not just older adults. The research focused on priority senrice
areas including: education, public safety, basic human needs and the

environment (S. Romanish, personal communication, October 28, 1995).
Other community agencies also are expected to benefit from ttris research
since they will have a better idea of what volunteer oppor[unities would

attract older adults.
Cur-renfly, older adults do not have a mechanism which enables them

to share this information. The United Way campaign solicits opinions
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reg;lrding community needs from members of the community who are
employed, often not reaching older adults. The Central Minnesota

Council on Aging in St. Cloud also does a needs assessment; however,

that information is used to determine what gaps exist udthin the service
delivery system for older adults. In contrast, this reseerch project
provided a new opportunity for insight into what older adults perceive to
be t}:e needs of individuals of all ages in their corrmunity.
Research Question

The rese;lrch question was: What do older adults perceive to be the
needs of their community? The principal investigator also examined

the percepUons older adults had regarding what role(s) senior volunteers
might play in meeting the community needs they identified. The research
subjects were participants of the Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP Program
who were between the ages of 6O and

70. This research

study also serves

as RSVP's required, annual progrilmmatic report for the Corporation for

National Service, RSVP's current federal funding source.
Goals

The goal of this research was to assist RSVP and other community
organizations to design a volunteer opportunity or program which

utilizes older adults' skills, knowledge, etc. to the greatest extent
possible. Another goal was to provide older adults with volunteer
opportunities which are perceived by them to be addressing a cornrnunity

need. In other words, this study provided older adults with the
opportunity to share their perceptions on what senior volunteers could
do to make an impact on their community in ttre areas of education,

basic human needs, the environment, and public safety.
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w.

Method

Research,QuestiggS., Cpfrcepts & Vgriables

The research questions are: What do older adults perceive to be the
needs of their community? What role(s) might senior volunteers play in
meeting those corrmunity needs? The research methods are qualitative

and descriptive. Its nature is also u<ploratory because very little

information has been gathered directly from older adults regarding their
perceptions of the needs in their communities.
For this resea-rch project older adults included RSVP participants
between the ages of 60 and

70. Community

needs were divided into four

broad categories: education, basic human needs, public safety, and the
environment. The Corporation for National Senrice has identified these
as priority serrrice areas (S. Romanish, personal communication, October
2.8, 1994). For this project volunteering was defined as contributing
one's time without pay to organizations in the community (Perr5r, 1983).

Administrative Design
Prior to the initjation of this study, approval was given by the

Institutional Review Board

of Augsburg College. Approval was granted

from the Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP advisory council, evaluation
committee, and staff prior to data collection (see Appendix A for letter of

support). Since this research project serves as RS\IP's annual
programmatic report, this investigiator also met with the RSVP
evaluation committee and/or staff on several occasions throughout the
research process. These meetings included defining the research

problem and refining the measurement tool. This investigatoq also
provided evaluation committee members with periodic progre
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reports.

Re.search Design

Several factors helped in determining the appropriate research

method for this study. This investigator and the RS\IP evaluation
committee wanted to use a method that was consistent with the

qualitative and exploratory nature of gathering information from

R.SVP

participants. Knreger (1988) defined a focus group as *a carefu[y
planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on a defined a.rea...in
a pennissive, non tlrreatening environment (p. 18) and have a -naJTorr

purpose...to determine the perceptions, feelings...of consumers about
senrices or opportunities" 1p,

29).

Focus groups promote interaction and

participants feel safer and less pressured to Errrswer every question
(Kmeger, 1988). Ttris process also allowed participants to identiff and

gre priority to communit5r needs that concerned them. Focus groups
consistent with the social work principal of self-determination as the

are

content of the discussions was teft to them. Finally this approach also
allowed this investigfator to involve a greater number of RS\/P volunteers

than otherwise would have been possible urith available resources.
Focus groups were scheduled during Januar5r, for the EIk River,
St. Joseph/Foley, and St. Cloud groups. Each of the focus groups was
scheduled from 1:O0p.m. to 3:00p.m. Afternoon meetings were scheduled
so as to not conflict with RSVP par[icipants'volunteer activities (t

.

Braun, personal communication, December 15, Igg4).
For this study, focus groups rrere conducted by this investigator

with the RS\IP Director present as a note taker; however, she did not
parLicipate in the process. This investigfator felt that by utilizing this
resea.rch approach a balance would be created between having the

parLicipants lead the discussion and the presence of the RSVP Director.
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Characteftsttcs pl the S tudy Populatio.[
RSI/P partlclpants currently are lndlvtduals age 55 and older who

have been forrrally enrolled lrr the Greater St. Cloud Area RSVp program

and have heen placed at an affiltated non-proflt agency or llcensed health
care

facffty. Appro>dmately 75 percent of tl:e total number of Greater St.

Cloud Area RSVP parHclpants are females and the mea.n age of all RSVP

partlclpants ls 72.3 years of age. These volunteers are 'acuve;' that ls,
they volunteer at least once durtng a three month perlod of tlnne. RSVP
does not requlre parttctpants to put ln a spectfled number of hours

durtn$ a quarter to be constdered actlve (S. Romanlsh, personal
coilrmunlcatlon, Oetober 2O, l9g4). The study populaflon eonslsted of
RSVP partlclpants betqreen the ages of 6O and 7O who were restdents of
the three cltles of St. Cloud, St. Joseph, and Etk Rtver. Table

I shows

the age dlstrlbutlon tn the elttes of St. Joseph, Etk Rlver, St. Cloud, the
State of Mlnnesota, and the Unlted States.
Table

CIty of
St. Jqs_qph
3,294

Clty of
Elk Etver
11,143

t-54

86.O%

87.7%

55-59

3.O/"

2.8h

Total Pon'n
Age

-

60-ffi

r)
o(}/
1r.., lO

2.3%

65-69
70,-74
75-7?l
80-84
85+

2.4%

1.8"/o

4.4 lo

1.87"

11 .-to,t

2.1%

1.4V"

1.3%

t.o%

O.7Vo

1.2%

1

Clty of
St. Cloud
48,812

Mlnnesot4
4,375,O99

UnttqdStates
248,709,873

83.47o

79.6%

3.1%

4.O%

78.9V"
4.2Y"

D t1(}t/o
o.4
3.O%

2-6%
2.1%
1.5%
1.2%

3.97o
3.7"/o
3. t%

2.5%
t.7%
1.6%

4.306

4.1%
3.2%
2.5%
1.6%
1.2%

Source: United States Census Bureau of Census. (1990). Censu$-gf oooulation & housingl
\#est tt{g4h Central Divi-sjon. Volume ll. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office.
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Table 2 shows the gender and race distribution in the cities

of St.

Joseph, EIk River, St. Cloud, the State of Minnesota, and the United
States.
Table 2

Gender anfl, Ra-qe Dlstrlbutlon .l.n the Cltles of St. JoseDh. Elk Rlver.
St. Cloud. the, StBte of Mlnnesotr,. and the Unlted States
Clty of

Total PoD'n

St. Joseph

3,294

Clty of
Elk Rtver
I 1,143

Clty of
St, Qlo,lld
48,812

Minnesota
4,375,O99

Untted States
248,70E,873

Geader
Males
Pct of 1-54
Pct of 55+

3O.Oolo

M.60/o

42.1o/o

4O.10/o

4.4o/p

5.Lo/o

Total Pct

,6.8!&

8.9%

9.U/o

34.4o/o

49.7o/o

49.Lo/o

49.U/o

48..7o/o

55.90/o

43.1o/o

4I.30/o

.7.2o/o

9.60/o
5O.9olo

39.5%o
11.5olo

39.4Vo

9.70/o
65.6or'o

5l.Oolo

51.3%o

39.7o/o

FqrrraIes

Pct of I-54
Pct of 55+
Total Pct

50.3olo

1,1.9flg

Raee

whrte

Pct of I-54
93.70/o
Pct of 55+
13.9olo
Total Pct
97.60/o
Black
Pct of 1-54
A.Wo
Pct of 55+
O.I%
Total Pct
1.0o/o
Native American/Aleut
Pct of t-54
O.4o/o
Pct of 55+
O.Oolo
Total Pct
O.4o/o
Asian / Pacific Islander
Pct of l-54
O.8o/o
Pct of 55+
O.1olo
Total Pct
O.9olo
Other
Pct of 1-54
O.Zo/a
Pct of 55+
O.F/o
Total Pct
O.2o/o

6l.8Yo

86.4o/o

80.40/6

74.44/o

L2.2olo

16.50/o

2Q.U/o

18.59&

98.60/o

96.9olo

94.40h

8O.3%o

O.Za/o

1.006

2.trlo

1O.3o/o

O.Oo/o

o.006

O.2o/o

1.8p6

O.2o/o

1.Oolo

2.Za/o

L2.lo/o

O.4o/o

o.506
O.S/o

L.U/o
O.Iolo

O.5o/b

1.lo/o

O.7o/o
O.1olo
O.8o/o

Q-.lo/o
O.5o/o
O.5o/o

1.390

L.7o/o

2.5o/o

O.0P/o

O.0P/6

O.Iolo

O.5olo

I.3o/o

l.8olo

o.40h
2.Wo

O.3o/o

O.3o/o

O.5o/o

3.6V0

O.0P/o

o.ff/o

O.ff/o

O.39/o

O,3o/o

O.30/6

O.5o/o

3.9o/o

Source: Uniterl States Census Bureau of Census. (1990). Census of oooulati.pn
west North central Division. volume lJ. woshington, DC:
Government Printing 0f f ice.
and housing:
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RS\IP volunteers a-re placed at affiliated non-profit agencies or

Iicensed health care facilities located irr the cities of St. Cloud, St.
Joseph, Sauk Rapids, Foley, Waite Park, Sartell and in Benton and
Sherburne Counties (see Appendix B for listing of afftliated agencies).

The L24 affiLiated agencies have a written agreement with the Greater St.
Cloud Area RSVP Program and an understanding about how to utiliee,

support, and recognize RS\IP volunteers

(see

Appendix C for

memorandum of understandin$. Table 3 shows the percentage of older
Minnesotarts, individuals 6O years of age or older, who volunteer for
organizations such as RS\IP or provide volunteer senrices for other

individuals (Fischer, MueIIer, l.osness, & cooper,199o, p.4I).
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Table 3

Volunteertnc by Mlnnesotans Age 6O+ ln Mlnnesota and Reglon VII-WI

Minnesota
Percent Doing Volunteer Work for

Organizatlons2 W/o

Reglion VII-W
5906

Percent Doing Volunteer Work for Organizations-- by Age

ffi-74
75+

Percent Doi4g Volunteer Work for Individuals3

&3olo

6696

5lo/o

45orb

42o/o

42o/o

Percent Doing Volunteer Work for Individuals-- by ege

ffi-74

-TD+

460/o

5096

324/o

260./0

lRegion VII-W includes Stearns, Benton, Sherburne, and Wright Counties of Central
MN
2Respondents were asked: 'People help organizations, such as churches, libraries,
hospltals, neighborhood groups, service clubs or political parties. In the last 12
months, have you provided help to organizattor:s in your neighborhood or
conrnunlt5fT'
SRespondents were asked: "Sometlmes people help others by dorng things such as
driving them to appoinhrents, church, shoppi:rg, groceries; bringing them meals or
groceries; helping with house or yard work; visiflng, and so on. In the past 12
months, have your provided any of thts ldnd of help?-

Source: Metropolitan Counci]. (1990). Sixtv-Elq+ in-RSEion VI[W. Minneapolis, MN:
Amherst H. Wflder Foundation, p. 41.

A random selection process was used to identiff the study

population. It was not the purpose of this study to exclude persons of
color; however, only two RSYP volunteers are from communities of color

which indicates a possible recruitment issue or the need for a consistent
definiUon of volunteer activities.
Sampling & IdentifigatiEr of Subjects
Subjects were selected and identilied based on ttreir role as

volunteers not as recipients of senriees. The subject population was
selected from the current participant listing (November 199a) of
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indirdduals between the ages of 55 and 70 in the Greater St. Cloud Area
RS\IP Program. The rationale for selecting individuals between the ages of

55 and 70 is that RSVP staff considers these individuals to be their
*young" volunteers. These individuals will be able to provide insight
about the issues the that "young-old- (Fischer, Mue1ler, [..osness, &
Cooper,l99O; Wolf, 19gl) perceive as important, and how they see older
volunteers as a resource to address these needs (S. Romanish, personal

communication, October I I, I9g4).
Subjects for the focus groups were identifted through a stratified

process. First, all RS\IP participants \ilere computer sorted by age. Those
individuals between the ages of 55 and 70 were then compLrter sorted by

city of residence (e.9. St. Cloud, Foley/St. Joseph, Elk River). Each
individual in these cities was assigned a number. Using the table of
random numbers in Rubin & Babbie (1992), individuals from each area
were contacted by telephone to invite them to participate in the study.

This calling was completed with the assistance of RSVP until enough
people were identified for each group. The goal was to invite 12

parlicipants from each geographic area. Bach of the individuals who
called potential study participants used a standardized copy of the iniflal
screening call script as well as a copy of the highlights for ttre

call (see

Appendix D for initial call script and highlights).

During the initial screening call, parLicipants received information
about a) the purpose of the research and its relationship to RSVP's

future development, b) confidentiali[r, and c) consent for audio-taping.
A follow-up letter was then sent confirming the study purpos6, focus
group and location. A copy of the consent form and of proposed
discussion questions \Mere also included in ttris mailing (see Appendir E
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for follow-up packet).
Some of the people contacted were unable to participate due to

health problems, family issues, or being a -'snow-bird,' an individual who
spends the winter elsewhere (S. Romanish & L. Braun, personal

communication, December 15, 1994).
The intention to include RS\IP participants who resided in Foley

failed due to the unavailabitity of willing subjects. No RSVP participants
between the ages of 55 and 59 were identified through the random
seleetion process; therefore, the study sample included only individuals
age 6O or older. This investigator believes the low number of RS\IP

participants between the ages of 55 and 59 reflects the ability of these
individuals to become involved with RSVP due to enrollment policy
changes (National and Community Senrice Trust Act, 1993).

Pilot Test Focus Group
A test focus group was conducted with the RSVP Advisory Council
on December 1, 1994. Twelve RS\IP advisory council members

participated in the discussion. Three evaluation committee members
recorded the grorrp's process and dynamics. Four RSVP staff members

took notes on the responses from participating advisory council
members. Not all questions were used because the test group was

I | /2

hours. The focus groups were scheduled for 2 hours. After the test focus
group, the three evaluation committee members and this investilfator
met to discuss the group's process and dpramics. The following
recoflrmendations were made:

1.

2.
3.

Have prompters avaiJahle for question #2 if needed (see
Appendix F for focus group discussion questions).
Encourage participants to focus on the needs of
individuals of all ages, not just older adults.
After the ice breaker, pause for a moment and thank
them for all of the volunteering they have already done.
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4. Continue to use Iirst names tbring
5.

6.
7.

name tags) when asking
someone to respond or when referring to an individual's
comment.
Repeat the beginning of question #2 whenever asking
for a response to a new content area.
Before moving onto the next question, ask for any final
coflrments.
Periodically ask if everyone is able to hear what is being
said. If not, ask people to speak louder or have
investigator do additional paraphrasing.

These recommendations were implemented during the actual focus

groups with RSVP participants from the cities of St. Cloud, St.

Joseph/Foley, and Elk River.
Data Collectipfr Process & Pro.Lection of Human Subjects
Focus groups were held with residents from the cities of St. Cloud,

Elk River, and St, Joseph. Representing three different geographical
Erreas

in Central Minnesota

serwed by

the Greater St. Cloud Area RS\IP

Frogram, the focus groups consisted of 4-9 RSVP par[icipants between

the ages of 60 and 70. Demographic information such as gender and age
were collected from RSVP for purposes of recording the findings. Ottrer
socio-demographic information such as marital status, income,

educational level, etc. were not solicited because that information vras

not pertinent to the project.
Questions were designed to promote discussion regarding the

participants' perceptions of community needs related to: education,
basic human needs, the environment, and pubtic safety. In addition,
questions also focused on how the participants saw older volunteers

playing a role in addressing the needs that were identified. The following
questions were asked during the focus groups:
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1) Ice Breaker: Please state your name and describe what your
best volunteer experience has been.

2) As you look around or think about your community, what
needs exist?

a) In educaUon:
for children?
for adults, including older adults?
community education and information?
b) Basic human needs?
c) the Bnvironment?
d) Regarding public safet5f
3) As a communit5r volunteer what recorrmendations would you
make to the RSVP Director to address the issues that have been
identified?
4) Closing Questions:
a) Of all of your volunteer experience, what *<perience do you
feel or think had the greatest impact on the community?
b) If you were able to create the ideal volunteer opportunity
that would meet the needs of the community, where would
it be and what would you be doing?
The questions were phrased to promote discussion based on public issues

rather than on personal or private information. The meetings were
scheduled for two hours with a fifteen minute break. One half hour

\Mas

allotted for discussion of each of the four questions.
Each group was facilitated by this investigator. Each was audiotaped to accurately record tJre content of group discussions.
Participants were told that they could pass on a.ny question or

fully withdraw at anytime without any penalty or adverse affects on their
relationship with RSVP or Augsburg College.
Subjects were asked to use judgment when sharing to avoid

disclosing any incriminating information about themselves or others and
were informed about confidentiality

.

Participants were informed that

the session would be audio-taped during the initial screening call,
through the consent form signed prior to the start of the focus group,
and verbally at the beginning of the focus group discussion. Participants
ZE
JJ

were also given ground rules before discussion began. The ground rules
focused on confidentiality, withdrawing from the discussion, respecting
each other's right to express an idea (see Appendix G for ground rules).
Based on the investigator's experience working with RS\IP

volunteers it was known ttrat all prospecflve subjects possessed basic
reading skills. To ensure that participants understood what the study
involved they were asked: Do you have a clear understanding of this

studf

Do you have any questions? Subjects signed the consent form at

the meeting (on-site) prior to the beginning of discussion.
The principal investigator was the only individual with access to
the transcribed data. RS\IP staff, the RSVP advisory council, and RS\P's

funding source, the Corporation for National Serrrice, received a copy of
the final uritten report urhich they wilt u.se at their discretion.
Setting and L,ocation of Studlr
Three focus groups were conducted. The St. Joseph and St. Cloud

groups were held at St. Cloud City HaIl. The EIk River group was held at

the Sherburne County Govemment Center in EIk River. The diversity in
location was important in that the data collected would be from a small
cross-section of people representing different economic resources and
geographic locations in Central Minnesota. Figure 4 shows the locations
of the cities in which focus group participants reside in,
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Figure 4
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Data Analvsis
Results presented are based upon responses to qualltaUve

questions asked during an audio-taped focus group. The audio-tapes
were transcribed by this investigator. A content analysis of the

transcribed responses was then conducted for each of the three focus

groups. In addition, the transcribed responses were verified with the
notes taken by the RSVP Direetor for accuracy. No discrepancies were

noted between the transcribed responses and notes. Through the

content analysis a system for eategorizing the qualitative responses was
developed and all responses are reported

in aggregate form to ensure

confidentiality. Through this process this investigator is unable to

tdentiff individual responses and published materials do not include any
tdentlfieation of subjects.
In order to fully capture each RSVP participant's perceptions and
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ideas the individual responses are reported in narrative form (see

Appendix H for na:rative responses from focus group participants).
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V,

Findings

Focus groups were held with RSVP participants residing in the

cities of Elk River, St. Joseph, and St. Cloud. Each of the focus groups
was hetd from 1:O0p.m. to 3:O0p.m. The Etk River focus group uras held
on Januarlr

I8, 1995. Ten RS\IP members initially

agreed to participate

in the study and seven took part in the focus group. A focus group wittl
residents of St. Joseph and Foley was originally developed. As it turned

out, none of the RS\IP members residing in Foley were interested or
available to participate in the focus group. Therefore, RS\IP members

residing in St. Joseph participated in a focus group which was held on

January 19, 1995. Five RSVP members had agreed to participate;
however, only four took part in the

study. Initially, twelve RS\IP

members agreed to participate in the St. Cloud focus group which was

held on Januarlr 23, 1995. Nine of the twelve took part in the focus

group. Overall, the study population was representative of the
proportion of males and females enrolled in the Greater St. Cloud Area
RSVP Frogram. In addition, the study sample was consistent with the

fact that there are very few (N = 2) persons of color enrolled in this RSVP
program {S. Romanish, personal communication, February 14, 1995).
A total of four RSVP members had contacted RS\IP staff prior

to the focus groups to notifir the staff of reasons for not being able to
attend the focus group. For example, one man was called into work, one
woman had an illness in the family, and the other two were leaving town

for one reason or another. Three RSVP members did not notiflr this
investigator or RSVP regarding being unable to attend the focus groups.
No follow-up was done with these invited

participants. A combination

of the three groups' participants represents a sample size of 20.
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Preltminary analysls shows that no dramatlc dtfferences edst
between the responses from the three dlfferent geographlcal loca6ons. In

addltlon, with the small number of respondents, data are reported In
aggregate form.

Demograpllis ChqfacteriFttcs of RF\/p Mgmbers
Table 4 deplcts the demographlc eharactertsttcs of the focus group

partlclpants and tJre Greater $t. Ctoud Area RSVP Program volunteers.
The total sample was comprtsed of 4 males and 16 females who ranged ln
age between 6O and 7O years old. As mentloned earller, other soclodemographtc treformatlon such as marltal status, lneome, educaflonal

level, etc. urere not sollclted slnce they were not perttnent to the proJeet.
Table 4
9cq_qar_ap.Etc

CFpractcftptlcs pf Eocug

Grom,Pertf€pants
Focus

N

* RSVP V.o.lutrtgcre

Partictpants
Pct

RSrfP Volunteers

N

.Pc-t-

Gepder
Female

Male
TOTAL

4

80.o
20.o

20

loo.o

862
?87
l, l2g I

o

0.o
90.o

l8

1.6

29,4

26,0

16

Ags

55-5s
60-69
70-79
80-84
g5<
TOTAL

I6

76.4
23.8

loo.o

2

lo.o

531

o
o
20

o.o
o.o
too.o

47.O

178
Lo8

15.8

I,129

9.6

t00.o

lNumber of volunteer:s betrryeen April lgg4 and Februar5r
1995.

Source: Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP program rtcords,
lgg5.
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Best Volunteef Experience
Focus group parLicipants were asked to describe their best

volunteer experience.

(see

Appendix F for focus group discussion

questions). A response was considered a single answer from any one
focus group participant to tl'e question being asked. In the event that a
parLicipant gave more than one response, each response vras included in
tJ:e analysis.

Table 5 shows responses given by RSVP members when asked about

their best volunteer experience. Responses were grouped into six
categories: one-time/short term opportunitiesi food for organizations,

hospital activities, school related activities, nursing home activities, and
other services to orga.nizations.
As indicated, 40 percent of the respondents described the best

volunteer opportunity as a one-time event or short term project. While
the research questions asked for a "best" experience, respondents \rlere

not limited to one response. Therefore responses are multiple and
percents will not equal 10O, In addition, participants interpreted the
definition of their *best" volunteer experience. This invesUgator feels

that participants provided responses based on a variety of criteria for the
*best" volunteer
experience. Several participants who gave a response of

a one-time/short-term opportunity also identified experiences which
involved a lonli-term commitment from the participant. For example,
one participant explained that she volunteers once a week in the gift

shop at the local hospital and also enjoyed the opportunities that were

only one or two days long. The one-time/short-term opportunities may
meet the criteria for "best" experience due to the fleldbility. On the other
hand, the hospital may be the "best' e>cperience because of the
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opportunity to help others in the gift shop.
Table 5

Ppscdltlon of Best Volunteer Experlence
(N = 2O)

,

TVte of Volunteer E:rpertence
One-Ttmg / Short Term Opooftuntties

PctI

n

(N=2Ol

I

40.o

3
3

15.O
15.O
5.O

()

10.0

I

5.0

t)

2

10.o
10.o

I

5.O
5.O

Food

Delivering Meals on Wheels
Nutrition Center
Food Shelf

I

Hosoital
Gift Shops
Transporting Patients
School Relatqd
Working in the Classroom
Head Start
Lunch Program
Intergenerational Group

I

Nursing Home
Play Music
Dancer
Visitor

()

10.o

I

5.O
5.O

1

Qther Direct Seryices:
Clothing Center
Sitter for support group for battered women
RecepUonist
Computer Work
Transportation

.)

I
I
I
I

10.o
5.0
5.O
5.O
5.O

1 Percentage does

not equal lOO due to
multiple response option

A total of 35 percent of the respondents cited activiiles related to
food services including: 15 percent for delivering meals on wheels, 15

percent for volunteer opportunities in senior dining sites, and 5 percent
for volunteer work at a food shetf. Thirty percent of the respondents
meniloned volunteer opportunities related to schools. These experiences
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include: working in the classroom, assisting with the lunch program,
participating in an intergenerational group, and volunteering at Head
Start centers. Experiences volunteering in a hospital gift shop, playing
music at nursing homes, and working in a clothing center which provides
clothing a:rd ottrer household items for low-income individuals and
families were each identified by IO percent of the respondents.
Communitv Needs
Study participants were asked for:r questions regarding their
perceptions of the needs in the corlmunity related to education, general

human needs, the environment, and public safety. (see Appendix F).
Educatiptl
Par[icipants were asked to identifir educational needs in the

corrmunity for children; for adults, including older adults; and for
commltnity education and information.
Educational Needs For Children
Table 6 shows the needs identified in the community related to

children's education. Five responses (2O.0 percent) indicate a need for a
community center with stnrctured activities. Fifteen percent of the
respondents idenffied a mentoring program as a need. One participant
suggested a program which would utilize a volunteer's "specialization"

a one-to-one situation with a

in

student. Ten percent of the respondents

indicated the need to determine appropriate touch within schools for
discipline reasons and as a form of recognition. For instance , fl
parlicipant stated, *There is a lack of discipline because the teacher
cannot touch a child;" however, another participant thought that
teachers '*car:lnot even praise a child" for the same reason. One

respondent (5.0 percent) commented that some older adults need
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*enlightenment" themselves to quit stereotSr"ping children as *bad.- One
participant expressed a need for older adults to be *enlightened;" to stop

dwelling on all the bad things that kids do and rsalize that tJ:e majority
*arejust super."
Table 6

Communlty Needs Identlfl-ed Related to Educatlon for Chlldren
(N= 2O)

n

Tonic Responses
Classroom Actlvities:

I

Reinforce basic reading, urriting, and arithmetic
Assist children to write legibly

EgI
tN=pSl

1

5.0
5.0

Mentoring on a one-to-one basis

3

15.0

Reading to children

1

Services which could be provided by volunteers:

Teachi4g parentinf skills
Assisting'gifted' students
Indirect services
(e.g.. assist teacher to prepare for class, office work)
Other:
To build a cornmunity center with structured actMties
To establish a branch of regional public ltbrary
To determine appropriate means of discipline tn schools
To assist seniors to realize that children are not *bad'
To learn to respect ill.di\riduals and property
To place less emphasis on sports

5.O

I
I
I

5.O
5.O
5.O

4

20.o

2

10.0
10.0

2

I
I
I

5.O
5.O
5.O

Educational Needs For Adu1ts. Including Older Adults
The responses to the questions about community needs regarding

education related to adults, including older adults, have been grouped

into four categories: public relations/marketing, socialization for older
adults, education and other

(see Table

7). As the table indicates, the

highest nrrmber of responses (n = 9) were related to the marketing of
available senrices. The participants spoke of a need for health care, norr-

profit, and other human sendce organizations to further publicize ttre
senrices offered by those organizations for older
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adults. One study

participant commented, *There is a big need for people to know what is
*How
available; people just are not aware." Another participant asked,
do people find out about things?"

In relation to education and marketing of programs,

I

respondents

[40.0 percent) focused on social activities for older adults. Some
er€mples of responses were to develop a birthday club or a community
garden. Respondents thought clubs such as these would provide older
adults u/ith a *reason to ffet up and get going." According to
respondents, these clubs would also provide a chance *for homebound

individuals to get to know others."
Educational needs included a desire for day classes and more

variety of topics such as psychologr or mythologr. One study participant
stated ttrat "community education offers a variety of topic areas."

Another individual wanted '-something with a little more meat...a litfle
deeper than crafts." A retired registered nurse mentioned a need for

families to become aware of the family's medical history and stated
*health education programs" could be used for prevention pu{poses.
The responses (n = 2) in the *other* category focused on tJre need

for a local stroke support group and helping individuals of all ages to
develop a sense of pride through volunteerism.
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Tahle 7

Communlty

Nge_ds Identlf,ed Related tg Educatj-oJB
for Adults and Older Adults

(N= 2O)

Pctr
Toplc Area

n

(N=2O)

Publlc Relations/ Marketfng of Serrrices
(e.g. newsletters, newspapers, etc.)

I

45.O

$66ializ.sfion for Older Adults
(e.g. birthday club or friendly visitors)

I

40.O

Education

5

25.O

2

10.O

(e.9. day classes, Allis Charrrbers grants)

Other (e.9. Stroke support group)
lPercent does not equal IOO due to
multiple response option

Needs for. Communitv Education & Information
Tab1e 8 illustrates the responses given when particip€mts were

asked what needs existed for community education arld information.
Once again the highest number of responses (n = 6) related to the

marketing of programs. One participant stated, "I think it lsenrices for a
variety of needs] is out there, we just need to find it and bring it to
people."

The second category of responses addressed education for the

corrmunity regarding productive and positive images of aging (n = 3). A
few focus group participants felt that their conrmunity had a negative
attitude or perception of older adults. One participant asked *How does

tlle community understand the value of seniors?- Another participant
coilrmented, -'Seniors have a lot of moxie, willingness and energr.Responses in the "other" category included: the pride that
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indi\riduals of all ages have which results in them not asking for seryices,
bringing activities into senior high rises, and providing basic computer

instnrction for older adults.
Table 8

Communlty Needs Identlf,ed Related to
Communlty Educatlon & Informatlon
ur=

"t4

gstl
(N=2Ol

Touic Area
Public Relations/MarketIrg of Frograms
(e.9. senior clubs meeti:egs,
presentations on programs)

n

Productive & Positive Images of Aging
(e.g. Senior FoIk Fairs2)

3

15.O

Other {e.g. computer

4

20.O

classes)

6

30.0

lPercent does not equal tOO due to multiple
response option
2senior Folk Fairs involve RS\P volunteers
demonstrating a particular activity
(e.g. woodcanring, tattin$ at elementary schools.

Basic Human Needs
Participa.nts ruere asked to identiff the needs in ttre corrmunity

related to basic human needs such as food, clothing, shelter, etc. (see
Appendix F). Responses were grouped into four categories: youth, older

adults/individuals with disabilities, low-income individuals, and
transportation (see Table 9).
Three main themes for youth were: to keep them occupied, to

learn respect, and to learn *traditional family val.ues" by visiting with a
"traditional family."
The two greatest needs identified for older adults were assistance

with chore senrices such as housekeeping or grocery shopping, and
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socialization.
Table 9

Communttv Needs IdentlIlefl Related to BFslc Human Needs
(N= 2O)

g

Tooic Area
For vouth:
Opportuntties to occupy their ttme
(e.9. volunteer opportunities)
Iearn "tradttional values'
vistt with a "tradltional' famlly)
- I"earn(e.g.
respect (e.g. of prrperty)
For older adults / indMdu als wlth disabilities:
Social Activities (e.g. visitors)
Affordable chore services (e. g. housekeepir4l)
For low income individuals:
Easier access to services (e.8. orening hours)
Affordable and flexible day care
Ignorance of poverty lerrel in area
One-to-one opportunlties to assist
families w/ certain needs

Tlansnortation:
Easier access to services
Bryansion of senrice area
E;rpansion of service hour-s
Education regarding available services

Pctl
fN=2Ol

3

r5.o

2

10.0

1

5.O

()
p

ro.o

2

10.o

J

15.0

1

5.O
5.O
5.O

I
1

I

r,
p
1
1

5.O

10.o
5.O
5.O

lPercent does not equal lOO due to
multiple response option

A theme in the identification of the needs of low-income
individuals was easier access to senrices. One participant suggested
evening hours for a clothing center while another participant sa\Ir a need
for a *larger" clothing center. Other needs identified by respondents

included flexible and affordable day ca-re, and one-to-one opportunities
*to assist a family \Mith certain needs" rather than going through formal
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organizations. One respondent discussed how "years ago you could just
help a family through the church hut now you need to Adopt-a-Family'
*art
through Caritas Family Senrices.* Another participant identified

unawareness of poverty in the area" in this category.
The final category of general human needs identified related to

transportation. Transportation needs included: easier access, expansion
of senrice area and service hours, and education about what services are

available for whom.

Environment
Table 10 hdicates the responses

tlat

were given when shrdy

participants were asked ahout the needs related to the environment in

their community

(see

Appendix F). The highest number of responses

(n = 7) were given for the category neighborhood beautification.
Neighborhood beautification includes such activities as planting flowers

and/or trees, and developing walk ways or smaller parks. Another
category under environmental needs was recycling, Participants were
concerned with whether or not enough recycling was being done,

identi$ring what can or cannot be recycled and knowing where iul

individual could take items to be recycled. Other environmental needs
identified included: a civic center for kids, a portable band shell for *oldtime ice cream socials', and utilieing the adopt-a-highway program as a

form of rehabilitation for juveniles involved in the court system.
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Table

1O

Commurltv Needs.Ide-ntlfled Related to the Envlronment
(N= 2O)

gstl
Tonie Area

n

(N=2OI

RecJrcUng:
t)

Is enough being done?
Educatlon

2

10.o
10.o

3

15.0

lJ

to.o

Neighborh ood Beautificatio-E:

Developing walki4g paths w/benches
Phntfng flowers, trees, etc.
Need more picnic shelters in area
Develop smaller parks for chfldren
General Comments:
Adopt a highway; for kids trejudicial system
Band shell for old time ice-cream socials
Civic center for kids

.)

I
1

1

I
I

5.O
5.O

5.O
5.O
5.O

lPercent does not equal lOO due to
multiple response option

R.rblic Safetv
Focus group participants were asked to respond to a quesflon

regarding public safety in the commu.nity. (see AppendtK F). Responses
were grouped into three categories: traffic safety, street/sidewalk safety,

and general corrments regarding crime.
A total of eight respondents (40.O percent) indicated that traffic
safety was a concern (see Table I 1). An exampte of a traffic need was
tllat *walk" signs are too short at intersections. The *flow of traffic' was

mentioned by three respondents. One participant was especially
concerned with the traffic flow *after mass when everyone is in hurrlr.a

The response mentioned most often was the need for clean streets. Four
responses (20.0 percent) focused on the need for sidewalks and streets
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that were free of debris and ice. One participant said she would not shop
downtown because she fears she might fall on the ice.
Three respondents (15.0 percent) focused on personal safety or

crime against individuals. One participant conrmented that fear of crime
results in *older adults barricading themselves inside with three or four
Iocks" on their doors. However, another participant had a different view
and recornmended that other older adults should -get out and be
exposed.- By doing this, the older adults *urould realize that [crimeJ is

not as bad as they thought." Finally, one participant remarked that
*crime in the streets is pretty well addressed" by law enforcement
personnel.
Table

11

Commtmlty Needs Identlfled Regardlng Publlc $afety
(N = 2O)

gslI
Tonie Aree

n

IN=2Ol

Traffic Saf.etv:
Walk stgns too short
Regarding trafftc flow (e.g. scnool crossings)
Need a walk way over the highways

4
3

20.o
r 5.o

Street / Sid_ewalh S afeEr:
Clean Streets (e.g. free of debris & tce)
Need more hghting along long blocks

4

20.o

1

5.O

1

5.O

1

5.0
5.0

General Comments ReEar.dins Crime:
Older adults are afratd; use 3 or 4 locks for protection
If exposed, reahze that it isn't as bad as thought
Crime in the streets is pretty well addressed

I

5.O

I

lPercent does not equal 1OO due to
multiple response option

Ree omm end

ations fo.f New Volunte er Opportunities

Focus group participants were asked to make recommendations to

5r

the RSIIP director about new volunteer opportunities that would address
tlee community needs tJ'at had been identified by the respondents. (see

Appendix F). Table 12 indicates the responses given. This investigator
grouped the responses into four categories based on their target

population. These categories include: older adults, youth, individuals of
all ages, and RSVP staff.
Recommendations for new senior volunteer opportunities which
involved working with other older adults were very diverse. Advomting

for meals on wheels funding and congregate dining for seniors was the
highest priority according to the number of responses (n = 4). One
participant recommended that seniors sewe as advisors to elected

officials from the local level to the President of the United States.
For youth, participants recommended developing volunteer

opportunities in which senior volunteers would either assist shop classes
to make park benches or would teach parenting skills to students.
Recommendations urere also made to develop a widow/ers support

group for individuals of all ages. Another recommendation was to

establish a shopping trip for females of all ages which originated in Elk
River and went to St. Cloud or the Mega Mall.
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Table 12

Recommendatlons for RSVP D. lreetor
Regardlng New Volunteer Opuortunltlee
(N=2O)

Pctl
Reeommendations

n

fN=20)

4

20.o
5.0

For older adults:
Advocacy
Congregate Dining/Meals on Wheels Funding
Aduisors for elected officials

Community garden
Plant wildflowers
Produce donated to local food shelves
$6sla li z.ation activtties (e.9. friendship program)
Contract w/schools for a computer class
Addtttonal publicity for transportation services
Need a host/ess at senior dining/nutrition sites

I
rt

I
1

I
I
I

For vouth:
Shop classes make benches for parks
Teach parenting skills in schools

I

individuals of all ages:
-ForWidow/
ers support group

1

Bus trips for shopping for females
Slrecificallv for RS\F staff:
Additional Publicity on RSVP
M onthly Opp ortunities Listingf
Variety of Volunteer Opportunities
Impact on the Community
Determine level of interest for new projects
Help agencies articulate volunteer needs
Recnrit additional seniors for Whitney
Senior Center's lntergenerational class

1

10.0
5.O

5.0
5.0
5.O
5.O

5.O
5.O

1

5.O
5.O

o
tt

10.o

I

5.O
5.O

I

q

10.0

1

5.O

I

5.0

lPercent does not equal IOO due to multiple response
option

Finally, focus group par[icipants made several recorrmendations
specifically for the RSVP staff. Twenty percent of the responses related to

additional publicity about the program. This included publicity about
RSVP for the entire community and for RS\IP members. TWo respondents
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(I0 percent) indicated that it is important for RSVP to determine the
level of interest for new projects by asking volunteers. One participant
encouraged R'SVP to help agencies articulate their volunteer needs more
clearly. This participant commented, *I sometimes think...orgarrizations

think old people

are

just sitting around filliddlinS their thumbs, which...

is not true. To do something worthwhile urith our time is fine but to be
there in body only is another thing." In other words, RS\IP should
determine exactly what needs to be done, how many people are needed,
etc., before volunteers are recruited to complete the task.

Greatest Impact on the Communitv
Table 13 shows the resporlses given when parLicipants were asked

to describe rvhich of their volunteer experience had the greatest impact
on the community. (see Appendix F). Responses were grouped into four
categories: direct service, administrative activities, corrmunity impact,

and impact on the volunteer.

Direct service includes volunteer opportunities in which the
volunteer has face-to-face contact with the organization's clientele (e.g.
senior dining sites) or are providing a service for the clientele (e.9.

clothing centers in which volunteers mend and organize clothing items

that have been donated). Administrative activities focus on the decision
making process (e.g. hoard of directors). Other volunteer experiences
may have a greater impact on tJre entire community. For example, one
participant discussed that by volunteering she tvas an *example to all to
encourage more people to get involved." The final category *impact on

the individual volunteer" includes descriptions of how participants felt
volunteering had impacted them rather tl:an the larger community.

In the direet senrice category, one parLicipant who felt her
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volunteer work had no impact on the community had *put in more than
IOOO

hours knitting sctrves and mittens for Head Start kids.- The

impact on the coilrmunity category includes recognition of the total
volunteer hours generated by RSVP volunteers and the number of
agencies that u'rlize RS\IP volunteers. One participant stated, *At the
end of the year the hospital tabulates the volunteer hours and puts a
'price-ta$ on ttrose hours; using volunteers is very cost effective.As Table 13 shows, the category udth tJle most responses
(n = 9) was the impact on the volunteer. Three responses (15.0 percent)
also focused on the administrative impact tllat the participants'

volunteer work had made. One participarrt was very proud that *after

four years of hard work, the senior dining site was finally going to be
ecpanded.* Arrother participant was the first person asked and elected to
the board of directors for a new non-proftt home health ca-re agency that
was being developed in her community.
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Table 13
Deecrlptlons_ of Volunteef .Erperlence wlth
Greatest l.grJact ou the Communlty
(N=2OI

gsll
T\me of Volunteer E:rperience

Direct Serutce:
Clothing Center
Checked hearing at high school
IOOO+ hours knitttng for Head Start
Senior DinIrg Sites
AdmlnlstrattW Activities :
Food for Organizations
Expansion of Nutrition Center
Matntenance of food shelf
Board of Directors member [e.9. Ist elected]
Communtty:
Nurrrber of houns & agencies served
Encouraging volunteerism in community

n

[N=2Ol

o
2

10.o

1

I
I

5.O
5.O
5.O

I
I
I

5.O
5.O

2

10.o
5.0

I

5.0

Impact on I.Rdividual Volunteer:
Feel needed
Posltive Recognition
Contlnued i:rvolvement l:r commuilty
Ihowing I have helped someone
'Splrit of volunteering'

o
L

ro.o

2

2
2

10.o
10.o
10.0

1

5.O

lPercent does not equat IO0 due to
multiple response option

Ideal Volunteer Oppoftunitv
Participzmts were asked to describe what their ideal volunteer

opportunity would involve. [see Appendir F). More specifically they were
asked what they urould be doing, where they would be doing

it, and how

often, etc. Responses to this quesflon were grouped into two general
categories. The ftrst category, direct senrice, had 7 responses (35 percent)
and included such activities as rocking babies in tl'.e nursery, giving
children a *positive image* of aging, and helping individuals who urere
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isolated (see Table 14),
Table 14

Ilescrtptlon of ldeal Volunteer Opportunlty
(N=2O)

g$r
Ideal Volunteer Ouportunttv
Dtrect SeryIcE:
Worldng urith chtldren [e.9. reading)
Rocldng babies tn the nursery
Gtving children a postflve lrrage of aging
Proddfng transportatton
911 response qrstem
Helpilrg people who are isolated

n

(N=2O)

2

10.o

1

5.O
5.O
5.O
5.O
5.O

1

I
I

I

lPercent does not equal 1OO due to
multiple response option

Table 15 shows the second category of responses that were given
when par[icipalnts were asked to describe their best volunteer experience.
These focus on tJre characteristics of an ideal volunteer opportunity and
also had 7 responses (35 percent). The characteristic mentioned most

often was fleldbility (t5 percent). In fact, one partieipant stated,
*Fleldbility is ideal for volunteer
assignments, so that they ctut do things

with their family." One participant wanted

a volunteer opportunity

that

was exciting and gave him some responsibility. A registered dietitian
wanted to be able to use her expertise in her ideal volunteer opportunity.
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Table 15

Characterlstlcs of ldeel Volunteer Opoortunlty
(N=2O)

Pctl

Ideal Volunteer Onoortunltv

n

(N=2O)

Chafacteristics:
Fledble (as need arises)

3

15.O
5.O
5.O
5.O
5.O

kcitinfl

Responsibthty
Able to use ecpertise
One-to-one provision of ser"rices

lPercent does not equal lOO due to
multiple response option

5B

I
I
1

I

VI.

Discussion & Implications

Study Limitations
Although the findings of this study are valuable, it cannot be
assumed that aII older persons are similar to the participants of this

study for several reasons.

First, the participants in this study were individuals who were
already irnrolved in volunteer activities. They may not be representative
of the older population as a whole. Second the small sample size (N=20)

Iimits the ability to generalize these findings. Third, the minority
population in the geographical

Errea

that this RS\IP program senres is

minimal. It was not the purpose of this study to exclude persons of
color; however, none of the seleeted subjects were persons of color due to
the fact that tJrere are only two persons of color currently enrolled

tur

the

Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP Program (S. Romanish, personal

corrmunication, Febnrary 14, 1995). Due to the random sampling
process, the sample population was similar to the population of the

Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP Program; however, it may not be
representative of Minnesota or the nation as a whole. Thus, it will be

difficult to generalize to other corrmurrities, RS\IP programs, etc.
This investigator was also aware of the possibility of reactivity or
social desirability bias. Due to the flact that the subjects knew they were
parLicipating in a focus group for RS\/P and the presence of the RS\IP
Director tl ey may have given answers that are thought to be *what RSI/P

wants to hear." In addition, the data collection design may have affected
the validity of the study. Focus group participants may have been
influenced by what other participants were either saying or not salnng
(I{rueger, 1988). Participants may have been unwilling to express an idea
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if they felt it would not conform to the ideas of otl:ers in the group.
Comparison to titerature Review
The informaUon from this study made it clear that older adults
perceive several needs in the community regarding education {Tables 6, 7,
8), basic human needs (Tab1e g), the environment (Table 1O), and public
safety (Table I

I).

These results are consistent with the findings of

studies which focused on motivational factors (Sainer, 1976; Cohen-

Mansfield, 1989). Responses and information gathered from the RSVP
volunteers indicate that each individual is motivated by something

different. Tables 5 and 13 show that the primary motivational factors
were the need for social contacts (Sainer, 1976) and to provide a senrice

for society and to fill leisure time with interesting activities (CohenMansfield, 1g8g).

In addiUon, these older volunteers realize that they have a great
deal to contribute to tl,e community through volunteerism. Participants
also recognized that older adults benefit from such activities (Bowles,
1976; Freedman, 1994). One participant commented, *As we get older we
have a lot to share,...To use that knowledge would be beneficiat to...the

individuals receiving as well as providing the senrice"

(see

Appendix H).

Information gathered for this study was also consistent with
studies focusing on the interest among older adults towards
volunteerism (Lambert, Guberrnan, & Morris, 1964; Sainer, 19ZG). In
fact, two of the focus group participants mentioned that RS\IP should
continue to gather input from volunteers before developing new projects
(Table

t2). This would assist

RSVP

in determining whether or not the

volunteers wor-rld be interested in a new project and/or volunteer

opportunity that RSVP was thinking of developing.
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The need for transportation v/as a common thread in each of the
three focus groups (Sainer, 1976) (Table 9). Focus group participants
also wanted volunteer opportunities which provided socialization
(l^ambert, Guberrnarl, & Morris,1964). Roles that RS\IP volunteers

crurenfly hold

cEut

be grouped into Perlmutter's (1993) categories of direct

practice, administrative support, advocacy, and policy (Tables 5, 12, and
13).

The study's findings do not support disengagement theory

(Cumming & Hen4r, 1961) as the participants have been and continue to
be involved in tl e community through volunteer activities. In relation to

activity theory (Havinghurst, Neugarten, Tobin, 1968) and continuity
theory (Atchley, L972) findings indicate that both are applicable to the
RSVP volunteers who participated

study.

in the focus groups conducted for this

Several corrments were made about how volunteer activities have

replaced other roles which have been lost. For example, a participant
whose band broke up *was not ready to quit" so he began playing music

at long-term cere facilities. A female participant described the *spirit of
volunteering." She stated, *...when your children Erre grown and you're
no longer employed you just feel like you're out there on a different
planet....when you volunteer with people,...you're doing something and
being active; that's the secret to it all." Another RSVP volunteer
discussed how she had dfficulty in locating paid employrnent so she
decided to volunteer instead (see Appendix H).

Other findings indicate that continuity theory is also applicable to
R'SVP

volunteers. Participants mentioned that they have been involved

with volunteering for quite a length of time. One participant had been
volunteering at one agency for seventeen years. Another RSVP volunteer

6t

stated, "I've done a lot of volunteering in my life and I think I can

truthfully say I have enjoyed it all."

TWo other participants shared

that

before they had retired and moved to Central Minnesota, they had been

volunteering in the corrmunities they had previously resided in (see
Appendix H). In relation to continuity theory (Atchley, L972), this
investigator feels that it is important for corrmllnity organizations,
farnilies, and the educational system to encourage youth to become
involved in volunteer activities. If youth are introduced to volunteerism

at an earlier age, maybe these patterns would continue into adulthood as
continuity theory implies.
These differences may imply a need for two separate recratitnent
approaches for older adults. One approach for those individuals who fall

under activity theory and one for those who faIl under continuity theory.
ImplicatiqErs for Practice

In light of the findings, the implications for practice include:
reports to the Greater St. Cloud Area RSVP and the Corporation for
National Service, overall goals for practice, the recnritment of and

orientation for older volunteers, translating an identified corrmunity
need into a volunteer opportunity for older adults, and the need for

organizations, especially RSYP, to assist volunteers to realize the full

impact that volunteerism has on the community.
Rep_orts

In addition to a final written report" the RSVP Advisory Council
was given a verbal report by this investigator at the completion of the

project. RS\IP's copy of the final written report will be used at their
discretion. The Corporation for National Service also received a copy of
the final written report as the Greater St. Cloud Area RS\F's annual
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programmauc report.
Overall Goals
The goal of this research was to assist RSVP and other community
organizations to design volunteer opportunities which utilize older

adults' skills, knowledge, and time to the greatest extent possible.
Another goal u/as to provide older volunteers with opportuniUes which
are perceived by them to be addressing an unmet community need. In

other words, this study provided older adults with the chance to give
their ideas about how they *make a real impact' on their community.
Rec.nritment and Orient-ation
Previous studies (Adams, 1980, Mor:row-Howell & Mui, 1989;

Sainer, 1976; Cohen-Mansfield, 1986) as well as this one indicate that
older adults volunteer for a variety of reasons. These reasons include:
feeling needed, being able to help someone, and the continued

involvement in the cortmunity. As described earlier, two approaches may
be helpful when recruiting older adults for volunteer activities.

Organizations that wish to recnrit older adults may have to consider

whether the potential volunteer will utilize such opportunities as a

substitute for a lost role or if the older adult has volunteered for several

years. For example, if an older adult is looking at a volunteer role as a
way to replace

Ern

occupation role, organization's staff will need to

identiflr what that individua] had done and then develop a volunteer
opportunity which is similar to the older adulfs previous occlrpation.
However, to recruit an experienced volunteer staff may need to develop a

volunteer opportunity similar to one previously enjoyed.
RS\IP also faces two other recruitment issues. One is the

enrollment of persons of color and the other is to enroll individuats
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between the ages of 55 and 59 in proportions which are representative of

the communities and geographical a-rea the Greater St. Cloud Area

F*SVP

seryes

Organizations may also need to address different orientation and

training needs for older adults, distinguishing those who are just
starting to volunteer from those who are experienced volunteers. For
example, for older adults who have

just become involved in volunteer

activities may need an orientation regarding what is considered to be an
appropriate volunteer assignment whereas; an experienced volunteer may

only need to learn more about RS\m and the agencies that it works with
to place volunteers,
Translation of an Identified Need to a Volunte-el9pportunity
A number of needs were identified and a number of specific
reeorrmendations were made by the RSIIP volunteers who participated in
tlre focus groups fTables 6,

7,8,9, 10, 1I). According to t]ris

investigator's view, it appears that the input will be valuable to RSVP

and other community organizations that utilize older volunteers. This
invesflgator also believes the RS\IP volunteers valued being asked for

their input and insights regzrding the needs of their commu.nity.

It is outside the scope of this report to fully describe how each
need could be translated into a current or new volunteer opportunity.

The example that follows demonstrates how a need identified by
respondents can be translated and developed into a volunteer

opportunity. Participants from the Elk River focus group discussed
feeling *out of place" at the senior dining site because they had to sit at
the *new table" which was for individuals who were newcomers to the

site. An alternative for the *ne'w table" was established and individuals
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coming to the senior dining site had to draw a number once they arrived.
These numbers determined where an individual would

sit.

However, EIk
River focus group participants also stated that some people *no longer
come" because they can no longer sit with their friends (see Appendix H).

Due to a similar situation at the senior dining site in St. Cloud several
years ago, RS\IP and the advisory council of the dining site developed a
new volunteer opportunity by recmiting a hostess for the St. Cloud

senior dining site, The hostess' role was to help newcomers feel welcome

at the dining site. (S. Romanish, personal commrrnication, Januarlr 18,
r9s5).
The Elk River participarts' comments made RS\IP aware of the

situation at the senior dining site located in Elk River. As a result,
RS\IP is exploring the possibility of developing and recnriting a volunteer
hostess for the Elk River dining site to replace other methods that have
been attempted.

Full Impact of Volunteeris,r4 ofr_the Coqlmunitv
Another specific recommendation that this investigator has for
RS\IP as an agency, is to assist RS\IP volunteers to see a broader view of

their contributions to tJre community. This

tpe

of effort would parallel

the transition RS\IP is making in its mission.
As discussed earlier, for several years RSVP's primary client was

the older adult; however, as of 1993 the primary client is the corrmunity.
RS\IP will need to help their volunteers see the impact that their

volunteer efforts are making on a holistic level rather than on an

individual level. By doing this, the lives of the older adults should also
have more meaning because they continue to be productive in a society

that places an emphasis on productivity (Sainer, 1976; Cnaan & Cwikel,
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I9g2). In addition, this idea of recognizing the holistic impact witl also
provide RS\IP with a mechanism for future publicity. For the purpose of
community information, RSVP could use this approach to inform the

corrmunity about the valuable contributions made by older adults.
The data from this study supports this recorrmendation;

participants felt that volunteer activities gave additional meaning to

their lives (Table 13) and saw a need to further publictze RSVP (Table 12)
and to show the community the positive images of aging (Table 8). In

addition, this would assist community organizations that utilize not
only older volunteers, but volunteers of all ages, to understand the
impact volunteer activities make on communities. The California
Association of Hospitals and Health Systems Volunteer Services Division
(1994) poster sends a message

that A/olunteers Make a World of

Difference." (p. 5)
Imu-lications for future research

This investigator believes that a clear and consistent definition of
*volunteer" must be developed for several reasons. First,
a standard
definition would enable individuals and organizations to better
determine the actual number of hours generated by volunteers of all

ages. Second, in communities of color, volunteerism is closely related to
familial relationships. In addition, older persons of color may be
involved with informal volunteer activities through social orga.nizations
or familial relationships (Morrow-Howell, I-ott, & Ozawa, I9g0).
Therefore, older persons of color may not have a need or desire to enroll

in a program such as RSVP which coordinates formal volunteer
opportunities.

It seems apparent that a number of older adults utilize volunteer
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activities as a form of substitution for roles which accompanied
employment and child-rearing. Anottrer group of older adults are
sustaining patterns that have been developed over a lifetime. Therefore,

it would be helpful to research what it was that motivated them to
become involved in volunteering. More importanfly, researchers and
agencies should gather input from older adults regarding how to recmit

other older adults for volunteer opportunities. Results may indicate, as
mentioned earlier, that two recruitment approaches need to be developed
to recr-urit older volunteers: one approach for the older adults who would
use volunteering as a replacement for employment and anotJrer approach

for those who have volunteered throughout their life.

In addition, as one focus group participant mentioned, it is
important for RS\IP and other organizations tJ:at utilize volunteers of all
ages to gather

input from the volunteers regarding their interests in new

opportunities. This is a way to ensure that programs and/or
organizations will be confident that volunteers can be recmited to ftll a
specific need.

Another need for future research is to replicate this study with
populations that are more diverse culturally to develop a definiUon of
volunteering and identify the nature of volunteer activities in

communities of color.
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VII. Summary
The growing older population necessitates the development of

volunteer opportunities which witl entice older adults who do not have a

history of volunteering as well as those who have been volunteering
througflout their lifetime. This study was conducted to: determine t]re
needs of the community as perceived by the older adults and to define

volunteer roles for older adults to address the identified needs. The
sample consisted of 2O Greater St. Cloud Area R,S\P volunteers and the
data collection method was focus groups.

Parlicipants identified a variety of needs in the community related
to education, basic human needs, the environment, and public safety. In
addition, participants defined several volunteer opportunities for older
adults.
Previous research on older volunteers is complemented by this

studt's findings. Together these data suggest that older adults can be a
resource for volunteerism and through volunteer activities older adults

remain productive and have an impact on the needs of the community.

Finally, there is a need for future research. More specifically,
research should focus on diverse populations not included in this study.
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RSVP Volunteer Stations
A variety of volynteef opportunities are available
in the following agencies.
For more information contact the F*S\IP Office at 255- 72gS in St. Cloud
&.241-2600 or I-800-433-5239 in Sherburne County.

GAI Scouts L-and of la"kes
Good Shepherd Community, Sauk Rapids

American Cancer Society
American Cancer Soclety, Cambridge
American Red Cross
Becker Foodshelf, Becker
Benton County Health Services
Benton County Historical Soclety
Benton County Social Services
Big Lake Public Library
Boys & Girls Club of Central MN

Goodwill/Easter Seal, Waite Park
Great River Regional Library
Guardian Angels Care Center, Elk River
Guardian Angels Homes, Elk Rlver
Hope Community Support trrogram
HRA of St. Cloud
Jacob Wetterling Foundation, St. Joseph
Lakeview Care Center, Clear take
Long Term Care Ombudsman Program
Lutheran Socia] Senrices
March of Dtmes

Boy Scouts
CAER Center, Elk River
Caritas Family Serwices & Foodshelf

Cathedral High School
Catholic Education Ministries
Central MN Council on Aging
Central MN Education Cooperatlve
Servlce Unit

Central MN Mental Health Center
Central MN Senior Federation
Chamber of Commerce
Childcare Choices, Inc.
City of St. Cloud
Country Manor Apartments, Sartell
Country Manor Nursing Home, Sartell
County Stearns Theatrical Company
Cross Center, Foley
District 47 Sauk Rapids/Rice Schools &
Community Education
District 726 Becker Schools
District 726 Community Education
District 727 ELg Lake Elementary
Distrtct 728 EIk Rlver Community Ed.
District 728 Elk Rlver High School
District 728 Handke Elementary, Elk River
District 728 Llncoln Elementaqr, Elk River
District 728 Meadowvale Elementary, Elk River
District 728 Parker Elementary, Elk River

District 7ZB Zlmmerrnan Elementary
District 742 Community Services
District 742 St. Cloud Area Schools
District 748 Sartell/St. Stephen Schools
Downtown Council of St. Cloud
Elk River Area Arts Council
Elk River Community Hospice Program
Elk River Theatre
Elk Rtver Public Library
Elk River Senior Center
First Call for Help
Foley Nursing Center
Foster Grandparent Program

Mid-MN Health Clinic
Montlcello-Big I.ake Community Hospital
Monticello-Big t-ake Nursing Home
New Tradition Theatre Company
Park Garden Apartments, Waite Park
Plne Tfee Manor, Zimmerman
Princeton Elim Home
Reach-UP Headstart
Rivers of Hope
F*S\IP

RS\IP Woodblock & Toy ProJect
St. Andrew's School, EIk River
St. Anthony's School
St. Augustine's School
St. Benedict's Center & Alternattue Services
St. Benedict's Convent, St. Joseph
St. Cloud Area Habitat for Humanity
St. Cloud Area Legal Services
St. Cloud Area Senior Fun Singers

St. Cloud Community Arts Council
St. Cloud Hospital
St. Cloud Park & Recreatlon Departrnent
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud Symphony Orchestra
St. John's Area School, Foley

St.
St.
St.
St.

Joseph Community Foodshelf
Joseph Elementary School, Waite Park

Joseph L.a.b School, St. Joseph
Mary's Elementary School
St. ScholasUca Center
St. Therese Center
Sts. Peter, Paul & Michael School
Salvation Army
Senior Dining Site-Becker
Senior Dining Site-Big Lake
Senior Dining Site-Elk Rlver
Senior Dining Site-Foley
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Stearns County Soil Conservatlon Services
Talahi Care Center
Tarc Counseltng for the Elderly
Treasure Chest
Tfi County Action Programs (Trt-Cap)
TH County Humane Society
Untted Way of St. Cloud Area

Senior Dintng Site-Key Row

Senior Dlning Slte-Whitney
Senior Dtning Site-Wilson
Sentor Dtntng $tte-Zimmernan
Senior Helping Hands Program
Sherbur:re County Comfort Bear Project
Sherburne Counlr Health Services
Sherburne Count5l Hlstortcal Soclety
Sherburne County Soctal Serrrlces
Sherburne County tfrIlldlife Refuge
Spectal Community ProJects
Stearns County Communlty Health Servlces
Stearns County Court Serrices
Steams County Hlstorlcal Soctety

Veterans Affalrs Medical Center
Wacosa
Waite Park NursinS Home
Whitney Senior Center
Woman House/SCIP
Women's Gufld
Woodbriar Apartments

Stearns County Jail
Stearns Count5l Social Serwices

Y'IVICA
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RSVP MEMORA}IDUM OF UNDERSTAI{DING WITH:

Volunteer Station:
Address:

Contact Person:

hone:

THIS MEMORAI{DUM C OFTTAINS LINDER,STH.I',IDINGS BETWEEN THE
RETIRED AIVD SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAIVI OF THE GREATER ST.
CLOUD AREA A}ID THE AEIO\/E NAIVIED AGENCY. THE FOLLOWING IS
LINDETTSTOOD A}ID AGREED TO BY BOTH PARTIES.

1. Volunteer Reenritment: RS\IP ,rrill recruit and interview senior volunteers
to meet the needs of your volunteer station to the best of our abilities.
2. Orientation of Volunteers and Volunteer Supervisors: RSVP will orient
volunteers and Volunteer Station Supervisors to RSVP prior to placing at
the agency and at other times as seen necessary.
3. Volunteer Placement: RS\IP rvill arrange intenriews involving the potential
volunteer, contact person at the volunteer stations, and RSVP staff to
discuss available assignments. The volunteer station makes the final
decision on placement of volunteers.

+. Volunteer Job Descriptions: Volunteer station will provide RS\/P with

a

written descripHon of each volunteer need which ,nrill be placed in the
agency's file if appropriate. RS\P should be notified of any revisions or
unavailability of these needs. Job descriptions are reviewed annually for
revisions and appropriateness. RSVP provides a copy of the job
description to the volunteer at tJ:e time of the placement.
5. Trai-niEg of Volunteers: Volunteer station will initiatly train volunteers to
their assignment and provide ongoing insenrice instnrction or special
training.
6. Yolunteer Supenrision and Follow-Up: RS\IP will regularly contact
volunteers to discuss their satisfaction with their assignment and deal with
any concerns. Volunteer station will provide ongoing superwision and
related follow-up of volunteers on assignments.
7. Insurance Coverage: IilSVP will furnish supplemental accident, public
liability, and excess automobile liability insurance according to ACTION
policies.
8. Accidents and Injuries: Volunteer Station will provide for adequate safety
of volunteers. In consultation with RS\IP, volunteer station will make
investigations and reporls regarding accidents and injuries involving
RSVP volunteers.
g. ConsultaUon: Volunteer station and ItS\fP will confer regularly to discuss
volunteer needs and concerns.
10. Timesheets: Volunteer station will collect, validate and sign appropriate
tjmesheets and submit them to RS\IP no later than the 5th of the following
month. Timesheets are important for recoding hours of service, mileage
and meal reimbursements and insurance documentation. Volunteer
station vrill encourage volunteers who keep individual timesheets to get
them into RSVP at the end of every month.
11. Out of Pocket Expenses: Volunteer station will fumish RSVP volunteers
with any materials, transportation, or reimbursement required specificafly
for an assignment of the station.
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12. Trafrsportation: Volunteer transportation between their home and
Mileage
volunteer site wilI be amanged by
per mtle.
reimbursement is avallable for the volunteer station at
13. Meals: When and RSVP volunteer seryes during a meal period, a meal will
The cost/meal to
be provided or paid for
the volunteer station is
14. Separalion from Volunteer Service: The volunteer station may request
removEll of a volunteer at anytime. The volunteer may resign for service to
a volunteer station or from RSVP at arrytime. RS\IP staff, volunteer station
and the volunteer will discuss posstble termination to clariff the reason,
resolve conJlicts, or take remedial action including reassignment.
15.
__Relisious or Political A*iyities: Volunteer station will not request, assign,
nor permit RSVP volunteers to conduct or engage in religious, sectarian"
or political actlvity or instnrc[on.
16. Displacement of Employees: RSr# volunteers may not be assigned to any
duties which would displace employed workers or impair edsting contracts
for serrrices.
17. Protribition of Discrimination: Volunteer station will actively comply with
provisions of Tifle VI of the Civil Rights Act of f 964.
18. Amendments: This Memorandum may be amended at anytjme by either
party subJect to approval by both parties.
B,fiefly explain orientation & any ongoing trainins to be given to RS\IP vols.:

Brteflv effilain hpw.]rou will follow-up and/or evaluate FS\F voluntg.qrs:

Brigfly_Q4plain what t_rrlles of wavs the volunteer station
(Day to day and any special recognition or thank you's)

will recognize

R"S\IP

volunteers:

Is the facility where RSVP volunteers will be-$erving accessible?{Please name any barriers)

{Tolunteer Statton
Date
R.SVP

il

Date

Volunteer Statton

update-

RS\P

Update
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Initial Screening Call Script
(This sample is written from the viewpoint that the principal Investigator is making the phone
call. It may be posstble that the program coordtnator or the director of RSVP will be contactlng
the individuals as well which will slightly alter the information in the introduction.)

Introduction:
Hello oarticipant's name. My name is TE4rla Busse, I am a former intern of R.STP and I'm
currently a graduate student working towards a Masters in Social Work at Augsburg College in
Mtnneapolis. I am conductlng a research study regarding How Older Citizens Perceive
Community Needs and What Role(s) Senior Volunteers Can Play in Helping to Meet Those
Needs? This study is also going to serve as RS\F s annual prograrnmatic report for the
Corporatlon of National and Community Service, RSVP's funding source. You have been
selected as a possible participant through your city of residence and through a random process
which ls slmilar to flipping a coin. I was contactlng you to see lf you would be lnterested tn
attendtng a focus group tn locatlon. date. and tlme to be decided upon.
Before you say yes, there are a few things

I need to share with you about being a participant in

the study.
Procedures: If you agree to participate, you will be asked to respond to questlons in a small
group dlscussion with 7- 11 other RSVP volunteers as to how you perceive the needs of the
cofllmuntty related to: public safet5r, education, hea]th and human serwices, and the
environment. You will also be asked to discuss how seniors, in general, may serve as
volunteers to address the concerns that have been identified. The meeting will take
apprordmately 2 to 2 l/2 hours with a fifteen minute break.
Risks & Beneflts: The discussion questions will concentrate on public issues: not on personal
or private aspects of your e4perience. Hos/ever, participants are encourage to use discretion
during the discussion to avoid disclosing any incriminating evidence about yourself or others.
An indirect beneflt of participatton wtll be the knowledge that your ideas, thoughts, and
opinions will be used for the further development of your RSVP prograrn.

Confidentiality: The session will be audio-taped. Any notes that are taken and the audio-tapes
from the focus groups will be kept in a locked file and I will be the only one with access to
them. In any report that may be published, I will not include any information that would make
it possible to identify you. All of the information that is disclosed by you or other participants
will be kept confidential and an agreement on this wtll be reached prior to the onset of the
discussion.
Voluntary Nature of the Study: It is important for you to know that whether or not you decide to
partlclpate in this study your decision will not affect your current or future relations with RS\P.
If you do decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without any penalty or
adverse a-ffects on your relationship with RSVP. In addition. you can refuse to answer any
partlcular quesUon and still participate in the later discussion or you may leave for a time
pef,od if you do not w"ish to be audio-taped and to return at a later point in the discussion.

At the focus group meetlng, you will be asked to sigin a consent form that includes the same
tnformation that I have just shared with you. The purpose of a consent form is to ensure that
participants have a clear and full understanding of what the study involves. After you have
slgned the consent form two copies will be made, one for your fiIes and one for mine. If you
agree to participate, I will be sending you a letter confirming the date, time, and locatlon of the
meetingf; a copy of the consent form; and a copy of the proposed quesUons.
You may ask any questlons you have now or if you have any questions later, please feel free to
contact me at work [612) 252-4561 or home (612] 255-0296. Or you may contact my thesis
advisor from Augsburg College, Carol Kuechler at (612) 33O-1439.

Thank you for taking the Ume to listen to me explain this study to you. If you're interested and
able to attend the meeting I will put a 'yes' by your nanle and send out the packet of
information that I discussed earlier.

y2

Highlights for initial call to RS\IP participants:
Who is conducting researchlPurpose of Research:
*former intern and current graduate student working towards a Masters
in Social Work at Augsburg College in Minneapolis.
*conducttng a reseerch study regardfng How Older Cltlzens Percelve
Communlty Needs and What Rote(s) Senlor Volunteers Can Play tn
Hetptng to Meet Those Needs?
*senre as RS\IP's annual programmatic report for the Corporation of
National and Community Senrice
*Would you be interested in attending a focus group in location. date.
and tir4e to be depends upon.ci.tv of_residensg.
Procedure:
Tou will be asked to respond to questions in a small group discussion
with other RSVP volunteers as to how you perceive the needs of the

corrmunity related to: public safety, education, health and human

senrices, and the environment.
*You will also be asked to discuss how seniors, in general, may serue as
volunteers to address the concem.s that have been identified.
*The meetln$ qrtU take epproxl,mately 2 hours wtth a flfteen mlnute

break.

Confidentiality: ***The sesslon qrtU be audlo-taped.
*AII publlshed reports wtll not lnclude any lnformatlon that would
nratre lt posslble to ldenttfy you.
*AII of the informaUon that is disclosed by you or other participants will
be kept conftdential and an agreement on this will be reached prior to
the onset of tl e discussion.
Voluntary Nature of the Study: *It ls tmportant for you to know that
whether or not you decide to partlclpate tn thts study your declslon
urtU not affect your cnrrent or future relatlons wlth RSVP.

Consent: *At the focus group meetlns, you qrtU be asked to slgn a
consent form whlch ensures that parttcipants have a clear and full
understandlng of what the study lnvolves.
Follow-up packet: *conflrrrration letter, copy of dlscussion questlons,
and a copy of the consent form for them to read prlor to the

meetlng

Any questions, please feel free to contactTuryla atwork (612) 252-4561 or
home (612) 255-0296. Or you may contact her thesis advisor from
Augsburg College, Carol Kuechler at (612) 33O-1439.
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Januarg

1'l

,1995

Dear Senior Volunteer

for agreeing to participate in the focus groups which are part of the studg
that Twgla Busse and the RSVP Evaluation Committee are conducting as the annual
programmatic report forRSVP's funding bodg - the Corporation of National ond
Communitg Service. Your time and commitment are greatlU apprecioted and will be
veru beneficiol to this project.

Thant< gou

This letter is to confirm that the meeting will be held on Ilondag, Januarg 23,
1995, from 'l :00P11 to 3:00P11 in Conf erence Room #3 of St. CIoud Citg Hall. Please
contact Lisa orSilvia at 255-7295 orTwUla Busse at 252-4561 (work ) 0r2550296 (home) f or directions if needed.
As shared with gou during the initial telephone conversotion, the purpose of this
meeting will be to d'iscuss: How 0lder Citizens Perceive the Needs of Their
Communitg; and What is the Role the Senior Volunteer in Helping to lleet These
Needs?

is a list of questions that will be revjewed for possible discussion. lf gou
want to jot down ideas oropinions beside ang of these questions ahead of time, Uou're
welcome to do so.
Enclosed

ln addition gou will find a consent form that gou will need to sign when gou attend the
focus gr0up. The purpose of E consent form is to ensure that participants have a
clear and full understanding of what the studg involves. The consent form is a tool to
inform gou obout the following Ere6s: Background lnformation (the purpose of the
sturlg), procedures (what gou are asked to do as a p0rticipant of the studg), the
possible risks and benefits, if ang, of participating in the studg, the issue of
confidentialitg - including the fact that the focus groups will be audio-toped, the
voluntarg nature of the studg, who to contact when gou have questions, ond the
stotement of consent.
We look

forward to seeing Uou 0n Januarg 23, I995 of

l:00P11.

Thanks again for gour willingness to share Uour insights with mgself and RSVP

Sincerelg,

Twgla Busse
Silvia Romanish
Lisa BrounEnclosures
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1) Ice Breaker: Please state your nEune and describe what your
best voh-rnteer experience has been.

2) As you look around or think about your community, what
needs exist?

a) In education:
for children?

for adults, including older adr-rlts?

community education and information?

b) General/Basic human needs?

c) the Environment?

d) Regarding public safet5/.2
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3) As a commr-rnlty voh:nteer what recommendati.ons wor:ld
yolr make to the RS\/P Director to address the issues that
have been identlfied?

4) Closing Questions:
a) Of all of your volunteer erperience, what urperience
yor-r feel

do

or think had the greatest impact on the

communiqf

b) If you were able to create the ideal voh:nteer opportr-rrrity
that would meet the needs of the commr:rrity, where
would it be and what would yoll be doing?

g7

You are invited to be involved with a study of how older adults perceive
corrununity needs and what role(s) senior volunteers ca.n play in helping
to meet those needs? You were selected as a possible participant
through the flip of a coin. I ask that you read this form and ask any
questions you may have before agreeing to be a participant in the focus
group.
Ttris study is being conducted by: Thryla Busse as a graduate student
working toward a Masters in Social Work at Augsburg College of
Minneapolis, MN, in conjunction with the Greater St. Cloud Area FilSVP
Program.

Backgroun-d Informatlon: The purpose of this study is to provide RS\IP
volunteers with the opportunity to become decision-makers in the
further development of the Greater St. Cloud Area Retired and Senior
Volunteer Program. Other coulmunity agencies will benefit also because
they will have a better idea of rrhat volunteer opportuniUes would attract
older adults. This research will benefit RSVP volunteers becaLrse
agencies will be responsive to your suggestions in developing appropriate
volunteer opportunity for senior volunteers. In addition, this
resea.rcher's report will be submitted to RSVP's funding source as RS\IP's
annual programmatic report.

Procedures: If you agree to participate in the focus group you will be
asked to respond to questions related to how you perceive the needs of
tJre community related to: education, health and human senrices, ttre
environment, and public safety. You'firill also be asked to discuss how
seniors, in general, may serue as volunteers to address the concerns that
have have identified (please see attached list of proposed questions).
The focus group will meet only once and will be approximately 2 | /2
hours long with a fifteen minute break. Refreshments will be available
during this Ume period.
Rlshs and Benqflt-s of Belng tn the Study: The discussion questions
oncentrate orrSEEc issues; not o, p*r"onal or
private aspects of your experience. Participants are asked to use
judgment in what they disclose to avoid sharing any incriminating
information about themselves and or others. An indirect benefit of
participation will be the knowledge that your ideas, thoughts, and
opinions are important and ,nrill be used for the further development of
your RS\IP program.

Confldentlallty:

The records as well as the audio-tapes from this study
private.
will be kept
In any sort of report that may be published, we will
not include any information that will make it possible to identiff a
participant. Records and audio-tapes will be kept in a locked ftle; T\ryla
Busse will be the only individual with access to the records. Atl of the
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information that is disclosed will also be kept confidential by other
participants. An agreement will be reached prior to tl,e onset of the
discussion. During audio-taping participants will not have to identi$r
themselves. The audio-tapes and any notes from the focus groups and
any other data witl be destroyed in June, 1996.

Voluntary Nature of the Study: Your decision whether or not to
participate will not affect your curTent or future relations with Augsburg
College or the Greater St. Cloud RS\IP Program. If you decide to
participate in the focus groups, you are free to withdraw at arry time
witJrout affecting! tfrose relationships. In addition, you can refuse to

answer any particular question and stifl participate in the later
discussion or you may leave for a time period if you do not wish
audio-taped and to return at a later point in the discussion.

to

be

Contacts and 9uestlons: The researcher conducting this study is T\nyla
Busse. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions
Iater, you may contact me atwork at 6L2/252-4561 or at home at
6L2/255-0296. You may also contact my thesis advisor from Augsburg
College, Carol Kuechler at 6L2/33O-1439.

You u/ill be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.

Statement of Consent: I have read the above information. I have
asked questions and have received answers. I understand that the focus
group lilill take 2 to 2 L /2 hours and will be audio-taped. I consent to
participate in the study.

Signature

Date

Signature of Inves

Date
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1) Ice Breaker: Please state your ntrme and describe what your best
volunteer experience has been.

2) As you look around or think about your community, what needs
exist?

a) In education:
for children?
for adults, including older adults?
coulmu,nity education and information?

b) General/Basic human needs?
c) the Environment?
d) Regarding public

safety?

3) As a corrmunity volunteer what recommendations would you make to
the RSVP Director to address the issues that have been identified?

4) Closing Questions:
a) Of aII of your volunteer experience, what experience
think had the greatest impact on the corrmunitJf

do you feel or

b) If you were able to create the ideal volunteer opportunity that

would meet the needs of the community, where would it be and
what would you be doing?
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Ground Rules

1. Everyone participates. Each individual should have the opportunity
to share their knowledge, ideas, etc. with the group.

2.

Everyone has the right to pass on any particular question at any
time.

3. Each individual has the right to remove themselves from the room
during a time period in which they which not to be audio-taped and
can feel free to return at a later time.
4.

Participants will listen carefully to one another and respect each
otJrer's right to express an idea; especially when those ideas and
opinions differ.

5. Confidentiality - what is said during the discussion

stays here.
Suggestions or decisions that are made here today are not subject to
the threat of gossip.

6.

Participants are asked to use judgment in what they disclose to a:void
sharing any incriminating information about themselves and or
others.

7. Individuals may withdrarv totally from the discussion at any time

with no penalty to themselves or arry adverse affects on their
relationship with the Greater St. Cloud Retired and Senior Volunteer
Program.

8.

We will honor starting, ending, and break times. If necessary, we
agree to take additional time to complete our discussion.
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1) lce Brealrer: Please state your name and descrlbe what your best
volunteer experlence has been.

ER = Response g;iven by a Blk River focus group par[icipant
SrJ : Response given by a St. Joseph focus group participant
SC = Response given by a St. Cloud focus group par[icipant
ER - Delivering Mea1s on Wheels. They are very appreciative and ruant
you to stay and visit but obviously we don't have the time to do so.
A lot of loneliness out there.
ER - Hospital gift shops
ER - Knitting for Head Start
ER - Sitter for support group for battered women. Those kids they just
need so much, they are starring for love, good attention. Felt I was
making a litfle bit of a difference
ER - Foxy Trotter dancing for several nursing homes
ER - I've done a lot of volunteering, and I think I can trlrthfully say I
have enjoyed alt of it. I like being with people, more with children
because of the hugs and the things you get are so rewarding. You
can give out so much love and help them and I think our little guys
are the next to come up; they've got to have a good education in
order to become good citizens.
ER Trays at the nutrition center every day
ER - Enjoy making coffee and senring meals at Angel Ridge. Haven't d,one
a lot of volunteering work; only through the church but otherwise I
just started this and it's a lot of fun.
SJ - St. .loseph food shelf maintenance, takes up all of my tlme but I
enjoy it. Sewing hook bags for Head start kids.
SI - A lot are short term, steady one is transportation.
Sl - Driving residents to Women's Guild, doctors appointments, etc. and
deliver Meals on Wheels.
Wheels. Especially, enjoy lunch program
Women's
Guild, Meals on*integrating"
SJ wtth the children, just seeing
at school because sf the
the kids.
SC - Nutrition program and intergenerational group meetings
SC - Nursing home. It is so rewtrding. It's really been more rewarding to
me.
SC - Take myself out as a volunteer. Really liked the one-to-one
atmosphere rfiras fun, had a project they needed done. Self-serving,

felt useful.
SC Funsingers; like one-time projects because I don't like to be tied
down.
SC - Women's Guild - interested in doing more office work on an
occasional basis. I enjoy it.
SC - St. Cloud Hospital gift shop which I dearly love and still there is a
lot of things to do which help people. Enjoy I or 2 day proJects.
AIt of my volunteering has just been delightful and have enjoyed it
a lot.
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SC - Playing music at area nursing homes and Vets Home. The band I
uras with quit and I wasn't ready to quit. Sometimes I think it is
more therapy for me than it gives to others.
SC - Afraid I'm using it mosfly for myself. Really want to learn more
about tJre computer so I've being doing short-terrn so that I can
move into the world of grandchildren.
SC - At a hospital and help with short term proJects. Pen pal
correspondent with a young girt that you don't know. It has been

very fun.

2l

As you look around or thlnk about your communlt5r, what needs

exlst?

a) In educatlon: for chlldren?

ER - If we could get seniors to Eo by busing them to the schools. It is so
rewarding and I think a lot of seniors are afraid for tl'.e ftrst day
tJ:at the kids are smarter. If they had a chance to sit along side
their desk and help them.
ER - There are so many things you can do if you really don't urant to
work v,/ith the kids and doesn't have to be direcfly with the kids
ER - Seniors need *enlightenment* themselves; we dwell on all tl,e bad
things that kids do and don't realize that the magority are just
super-super. We need to break down the stereotypes of how bad
children are,
ER - The small things which are so rewardilr,g, responses from children.
ER - Read books to them and with expression.
ER - Gifted ones who are being held back by their class; they need just
as much help as tJ:ose who have a hard time.
S.J - Teach children to write legibly, penmanship exercises.
SI - Reinforce the basic reading, writing, and arithmetic.
SJ - A public library in St. Joseph very badly.
S.I - A community center for all ages to work with children with special
needs and to get kids off the street.
SJ - Libraqy would encourage people to read.
S.I - Senior center only, cannot mix young and old and would encourage
those who need to get out or live alone.
SJ - Needs a place for seniors to meet and play cards for more than once
a month.
SC - Young people to learn how to be parents.
SC - tack of respect, morality and values.
SC - They want to change the way history will be taught. Our country
was founded with so many different nationalities, creeds, and
religions and I still think it should be taught that way.
SC - Farm is the best basic education you can Set because it is one-toone. I have knowledge that I can't use because no one seems to care
about it. Schools don't accept volunteers and there is a lack
of stmcture.
SC - La.ck of discipline comes in because the teacher can't touch a child.
SC - Can't even praise a child without touching them.
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SC - Emphasis focuses on sports, they are not concentrating on what
education is all about. Parents get involved, are always on the go
and never spend time as a family. Everything is organized for them.
Children are so programmed.
SC - Need stmctured forms of exercise because there no longer is farm
work.
SC - Never see kids outside playing anymore.
SC - Mentor in whatever specialization. As we get older we have a lot to
share and some of us have been cut off from the fact that you
cannot work in your job anymore for whatever reason. To use that
knowledge would be beneficial to the school, the individual receiving
as well as providing the service.
SC - Set up a grandma progrzrm within the schools.

for adults, lncludttrg older adults?

ER - Big need for people to know what is available; people just aren't
aware.
ER - Allis Chambers Tractors grant to get seniors back into school.
ER - How do people ftnd out about things?
ER - Marketing a:rd PR and letting people know about what's all out
there.
ER - Stroke support group in Elk River.
ER - Transportation. A lot of people who feel they are forgotten and stay
in their own homes. Do people know what is available?
ER - Would the paper be willing to publish more informaUon?
ER - [.ots of seniors are sitting in their apartments alone and don't know
all that's out there for them.
ER - Get together so that they have a reason to get up and get going
(sunshine, friendship, birthday club) or a corlmunity garden and
provide transportation.
ER - Provide a way for homebound to get to know others, and so that
they possibly begin to reach out to other groups.
ER - Newsletters sent out from tl..e senior club and/or bank should have
more information to reach those who are lost in the shuffle and
don't seek out opportunities (outreach to isolated people).
ER - Something was brought to them.
ER - Visiting shut-ins and patients at nursing homes, transportation for
seniors - e.g. First Friends.
ER - Loneliness can cause illness and death.
ER - Book club with simple things and not make it too difficult.
SJ - Ways of letting people know what services there are and programs
which don't cost much.
SJ - I"etting people know about the services and programs that are for
everyone.
SC Develop a sense of pride to give back to the society by volunteering,
SC - Teaching pa-renting.
SC - Classes through Community Education are numerous and cover a
wide variety of topics.
LOT

SC - Offer something that has a little more meat to them e.g.. psychologr
and mytholory; go a litfle deeper than crafts.
SC - More programs during the day.
SC - Health education programs going to the nursing homes or assisted
Iiving. To teach the family medical history (diseases that have
occurred) for prevention.

communlty educatlon and lnformatlon?
ER - I think it is out there we just need to find it and bring it to the
people, more marketing to those who don't participate.
ER - Have individuals [from orgarrizationsl come out and share what is
out there.
ER - A lot of people who are afraid to ask and have too much pride to
admit they need assistance. Therefore, don't want to ask for
services or favors.
Need
SJ
to get the information out to people of all ages.
SJ - There are things definitely available but it is related to
transportation and how people can get tl:e information.
SJ - Need encouragement and maybe a little push to get people to
become involved.
S.I Information could be given through the senior citjzens groups.
SI - Need to bring activities into the apartment complexes because
otherwise they don't have anything.
SC - Basic instmction in computer.
SC - How does the community understand the value of seniors? Don't
hire seniors because they don't have as much ability, etc. There is
a real sense of that in this community. Teach value of productive
agrng.
SC - Seniors have a lot of moxie, willingness,
SC - A big push for PR for RSVP.

bI

ER-

and enerry.

General/Baslc hunan needs?

need
because they have things arTanged for
them
Foo
and don't know how to occupy
themselves.
ER - Volunteer experience for high school credit or confi.rmation.
ER - For children to learn to respect adults and private property.
ER - Visit with a family to see traditional family values.
ER - Give them a taste of the way a family can be raised.
ER - Teenagers need to be entertained.
ER - Older people are afraid to go out, to develop/organize a group of
walkers.
ER - Bus people somewhere to another park, transportation is the
problem we need more and having them know it is available.
ER - CAER facility easier for people to get to it with evening hours, a
once-a-week drop-off site in an open building.
Sl - People are too proud or feel it is not for them.
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S.I - Feel that transportation needs are being met fairly weIl.
SJ - Outreach program developed for visiting once a week.
SJ - Visiting the shut-ins is a real need.
SJ - Education and transportation, especially for the elderly and

shut-ins.
SJ - Chore senrices for people with disabilities, which is affordable.
SJ - Shopping for someone who is ill or reeuperating.
SJ - A place to call and get a van.
s.J - Bus senrice in St. Joseph.
SC - Be allowed to take on a family to help with certain needs.
SC - Transportation, on weekends and in the t*rinter.
SC - People are tnrly, really unaware of the poverty in this area.
SC - A place where they don't only come in and grab things but also get
education to get out of poverty Emergency Relief Service Center.
SC - Flexible day eare.

c) the Envlronment?

ER - Adopt a highway; should be used for kids in court.
ER - A walk along the river with benches.
ER - Rrtting r*rildflowers in the community parks and throughout the

corrmunity.

ER - Band shell where churches could seII their crafts. To give older
adults an incentive to come but we need transportation.
ER A place for kids to go such as a civic center.
ER - Ways to dispose of plastic containers.
SJ - Recycling progranl, St. Joseph is doing great, do ure need more?
SJ - Develop the old railroad tracks for walk and bike paths, and
rollerblading.
S.J - Need more shelters in the area, especially on the East side of town.
SJ - Developing smaller parks for children. Feel they do a pretty good Job.
S.J - Trees, benches, flowers, and lights on main street were put in to
improve it, would more be better?,
SJ - New wallnuay on South side.
SC - Snow plow lump so you can't cross the street.
SC - Benches in the parks to sit.
SC - Are apartments recycling? What is being done with the money that
is saved?
SC - If something is broken fix it {e.S.. cars).
SC - Pollution control from garbage tmcks.

d) Regardfug publtc safety?

ER - Several older adults are afraid in their homes. Barricaded inside

urithSor4locks.
it is fear and that if they got out some they would realize
that it isn't as bad as they had thought.

ER - I think

ER - WaIk signs on street lights [intersections] are too short.
ER - Need a walk way over the highways.
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ER - Nice to see more flowers all over the place [neighborhood

beautilicationl.
SJ - Enforcing ordinances.
SI - Intersections need more stop signs/lights but it is being looked into.
SJ - Assistance for elderly at intersection to cross streets.
Sl - Policing when Mass is over.
SJ - Waste receptacles .
SC - Green lights are not long enough for walking across busy
intersections.
SC - Snow lumps from plows making it difficult to cross.
SC - St. Cloud has a real problem with traffic flow.
SC - Ice and snow in the downtown shopping district. Should be kept
cleaner. Afraid to shop downtown for fear of falling.
SC - Need more lighting along long blocks.
SC - Crime in the streets is pretty well addressed.
SC - School crossings.

g) As a communtty volunteer what recommendatlons worrld you

make to the RSVP Dlrector to address the lssues that have been

ldenttfled?

- Friendship program.
- CAER could use the produce from community garden.
- Plant wildflowers in the garden.
- When developing a new thing the first determine how much interest
is out to see if they wilt take responsibility for helping develop, etc.
ER - Ptrt information in newsletter as to opportunities for senrice.
ER - Do not feel accepted at nutrition site.
ER - A w'idow/ers support group.
ER - A shopping trip outside of ER for all females,
SJ - Continue gathering interests from new volunteers.
S.I - Send out monthly listing of upcoming volunteer needs and have the
volunteers call RSVP.
SJ - With the new Congress wanilng to cut the funding for Meals on
Wheels. It is simple to consider the few dollars it costs to bring
them a meal is keeping them in their owrr homes rather than a
Nursing Home where it costs much more. We really need to work
hard to prevent that. We have to address this issue.
SI - Not only is it good nutrition but also the visiting is also imporLant.
SC - RSVP should help agencies articulate things such as get more
specific what to be done, how many people do they need, and is
there enough for all these people to do? I sometimes think that
some of these orgzuaizations think old people are just sitting around
tw-iddling their thumbs which in this day and age is not tnre. To do
something worthwhile with our time is fine but to be tJrere in body
only is another thing.
SC - Seniors to advise elected officials as seniors have stacked away a lot
ER
ER
ER
ER

of knowledge.
SC - Need to blow that horn louder.
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SC - Volunteer dinner seems like a big il(pense as each agency recognizes

volunteers.

SC - Support Whitney Intergenerational class by getting additional
people to attend.
SC - Contract with Tech High for a computer class for older adults.
SC - Shop classes to make benches for parks.
SC - Volunteer to the schools regarding parenting.
SC - Rrblicize the transportation more.
SC - Make assignments shorter - 2 to 4 hours. Educate the community.
SC - More publicity on RS\P.

4)

Clostng $uestlons:
al Of eU of your volunteer experlence, urhat experlence do you
feel or tJrlnk had tJre greatest lrpact on the communlty?
ER Checked hearing at the high school.
ER - Feel nothing has an impact, theater is very selfish, 1,00O+ hours
knitting for Head Start.
ER - Guardian Angels Home Care Board was just starting, first one on
the board.
ER - Work for CAER, have contact and affect a lot of people without
them knowing who I am or where the help is coming from.
BR - E:<pansion of nutriflon site, have worked taithfully for last 4 years.
Feel everything has been worthwhile and has kept me involved in
the community.
SJ - Maintaining the food shelf.
SJ - St. Cloud Hospital, getting the feedback from patients because
some of the patients came back to become volunteers. and at year
end the hospital tabulates the hours and puts a *price-tag" on them
- it is very cost effective.
Sr - Makes us feel good and feel better, its you get out there.
SJ - Women's Guild. Able to help others - makes you feel good, really
feel that your helping someone who really needs it.
SC Meals at Key Row and Wilson apartments,
SC - Mention more often number of hours, number of agencies and the
kinds of things being done. Community should be more au/a-re of
impact RS\tr volunteers have made.
SC - Example to all to encourage more people to get involved.
SC - Thinking about myself treated me like a cohort. That kind of feeling
goes into a lot of older people just because you a,re needed
somewhere.
SC - General good attitude because you receive appreciation/recognition.
SC - The rewards are just immeasurable.

Itl

SC - Bottom of it all is the "spirit of volunteering.- That in itself is worth
a [ot. The sense of volunteering when your ctrildren Erre grown and
y_og're no longer employed you just feel like you're out there on a
different planet. You get back ir:volved when you volunteer with
people, you see things and you're doing something and being
active and that's the secret of it a1l.

bl tf ygu were able to create the tdeat volunteer opportuntty that

would meet the needs of the cornmunlty, where would tt be
and what would you 6s 6srng?
ER - Rocking babies in the nursery.
ER - Work with childrerl nq tlley are the next generation, tJeey need so
much love because- they- are not getilng it at home and -if they
could work with older adults they could see and give childreri a

posiUve image of aging.
ER - Reading, using puppets.
ER - Providing transportation for those in need within tJre senior high
rises.
EB Investigaflons, 91 1 response system.
PB - Ilqtp people who are isolated and do nothing at home.
SI - Able to work with people.
SJ - Fleldbility sg that they can do things w.ith their family.
SJ - Flexible so that someone else ca.n titt in for you while jrou're gone.
Sl - Print a schedule of activities so volunteers Lan see the needsl
SC - Fleldble as t]'e need arises.
SC - Doing something in an exciting atmosphere which also has
responsibility.
SC - Uses ftg .rqpertise that you have. One-to-one situation deftnitely
preferred,. Help someone figure out what they need to eat.
SC - Avid reader and cart't imagine someone who cbuldn't. Reading
ftction onto tapes.
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